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\\brks of an and architecture, just as novels or symphonies are anifacL~. They must be superbly crafted. technically sound, 
and contain a clearly articulated message which in tum 11111st be useful on a multitude of emotional levels. In contrast to the 
penetrating presence of an anifact, the personally interpretative essays of an criticism have-more often than not- been any facts 
in which "critics•· mirrored the outdated and clanish predilections of a basically conservative elite. Collections of 19th century 
criticism, for instance, deal with fashionable anists whose names and works arc forgotten, just as some of the recent , elegantly 
biased art historical writing contains statements which already seem ludicrous. We all have had to pay for our errors in taste and 
judgement from J. Burckhard! 's abhorrent view of late Roman sculpture to H. Sedlmayr's post-Nazi denunciation of abstract an 
in his Verlust der Mille. 

In contrast to time bound effusions, well crafted an history has remained relevant. This fifth issue of .tuHANOR establishes 
it as a periodical which has found its profile and a level of professionalism worthy of its readers. The rich variety of essays centers 
around the works of art and their creators in a "nutS and bolts" approach which brings them closer to readers who will be free to 
form their own biases. Above all they contain accurate and fresh information ranging from a study of the provincialism of 
Spanish Cistercian architecture; the efficiency of Dutch 15th century scriptoria; the perception of van Gogh as an originally 
literary creation; Dow's fundamental inHuence on American painting theory; to the precise chronicling of the bureaucratic 
process which makes Christo 's work possible. It is only in the two essays on the women anists Hannah Hoch and Miriam 
Schapiro whose problems are analyzed almost painfully, that a contemporary bias appears. The creators of art have always been 
competitive, be they male or female . The ruthlessly professional women anists such as Medieval and Renaissance painters, or 
figures such as Angelica Kauffmann, Elizabeth Vigee-Lebrun, Mary Cassat (who received the Legion d'Honneur), Kaethe 
Kollwitz, the recently deceased Meret Oppenheim and Louise Nevelson were as hesitantly accepted and as enthusiastically 
praised as their male counterpans. AnistS as well as historians have always treated exceptional excellence with grudging 
admiration. 

Lastly, and above all, this issue shows the scholars' respectful pleasure in creation, which is the well spring of our 
extraordinary discipline. It demonstrates that the rigorous methods of our young colleagues succeed in capturing the very essence 
of art. In a verbal transmission they illuminate the difficulties of the creative process which in the end produces monuments and 
documents which tell us who and where we arc. 
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The Dating of the Construction of the Monastery of Sacramenia1 

Joa1111e £. Sowell• 

The Cistercians entered Spain with the founding of the 
monastery of Fitero in I 140. Most of the Cistercian monas
teries founded in the late twelfth and early thineenth 
centuries were located in the nonh of Spaio in lands 
securely Christian. A large number of monasteries were 
founded during the reign of Alfonso Vil. at the beginning of 
the Cistcrcian expansion in Spain . For these early monas-
1eric.~ there was a delay of about twenty-five to thiny years 
between foundation and pemianent building campaigns. For 
example, Fitero, Huena. Meira, Melon. Moreruela, Osera, 
Poblet. Sacramenia, Santes Creus, ¼lbuena and Veruela, 
were founded in the I 140s and early I 150s.2 None of the 
permanent building campaigns of these monasteries can be 
dated earlier than the 1160s. Duri ng the intervening period 
the monks erected temporary buildings , acquired land 
through donation and achieved financial security for their 
communitic.~. For most of the monasteries it was during the 
reign of Alfonso Vlll of Castile, great patron of the 
Cistercians. that they received new donations in order to 
stan building. 3 

lypical of this group is the monastery of Sacramenia, 
founded by the Emperor Alfonso VU in 1141. The earliest 
buildings were constnocted under Alfonso Vlll in the late 
twelfth and early thineenth centuries. The eminent Spanish 
scholar Leopoldo Torres Balbas, who studied many of the 
Spanish Cistercian constructions, dated the church simply 
to the late twelfth and early thineenth centuries and the 
chapter house to the early thineenth century.' In 1975. 
\½titer Cahn wrote about the chapter house, located since 
1953 in Miami.' He dated it to the third quaner of the 
twelfth century and suggested that it formed the model for 
the similar chapter house of the mother house of L'Escale 
Dieu in France and those of two other daughters of L'Escale 
Dieu in Spain.6 This earlier date for the chapter house 
would not only attribute imponant influence to Sacramenia, 
but would necc.~sitatc a very early date for the church which 
this paper will demonstrate to be somewhat earlier than the 
chapter house. Given the archaizing nature of much Cister
cian architecture in Spain, dating such as this, based purely 
on style. is very difficult. 

For example, the church of ¼ldedios resembles many 
of the buildings begun in the I 170s and 1180s. It foUows the 
traditional Spanish Romanesque plan with a semicircular 
apse and two semicircular chapels. In the nave the two-pan 
wall elevation has round-arched arcade openings (Figure I). 
The cruciform pillars have one engaged column on each 
side and. in typical Cistercian manner, the nave column 
does not extend all the way to the floor. The nave, side aisles 
and transept arc all provided with rib vaults. but the ribs die 
in the angles of the vaults with no suppon other than a 
comer of the pillars. None of these details would be 
• Joanne E. Sowcu·s paper was awarded the 1985 Giinlher Suunm Prii:c for 
cxcelJencc. 

inconsistent with a date in the last two decades of the 
twelfth century, but the monastery of ¼ldedios was not 
founded until 1196. From documentary evidence and an 
inscription it is known that the church was not begun until 
1218.' 

The church of ¼ldedios can be contrasted with that of 
Palazuelos begun slightly earlier in 1213. While on the 
exterior Palazuelos still looks like a Romanesque building , 
on the interior the forms arc Gothic (Figure 2). The pointed 
arch is used throughout. The ribs of the vaults are thin and 
light and rest on columns in the comers of the pillars. The 
polygonal apse is flooded with light from the large windows 
and covered with Gothic webbed vaulting . The entire 
appearance of the building is lighter and more open than 
that of Valdedios, and yet the buildings were begun about 
the same time. Given the tendency of many Cistercian 
constructions to foUow forms used earlier in Spain and often 
much earlier in France, it is necessary 10 combine stylistic 
analysis with careful study of documentary evidence in 
order to date the buildings. 

Unfortunately, much documentary evidence has been 
lost. When the Spanish monasteries were sacked and then 
secularized in the early nineteenth century, many archives 
were looted or destroyed. For the monastery of Sacramenia, 
our knowledge of the early donations comes from a copy of 
the monastery documents made in the eighteenth century 
and preserved in the Archivo Hist6rico Nacion al. 8 In 
addition a few of the origina.1 documents copied in this 
cartulary are preserved in other Spanish archives. The 
original foundation document does not survive, but the date 
of 1141 , or in some case.~ 1142, has been accepted by almost 
all scholars.• Economically the twelfth- and thirteenth
century life of the monastery can be divided into four 
phases. In the 1140s and 1150s the monastery received 
donations of land from Alfonso VIII and tithes from the 
Bishop of Segovia. After a gap during the shon reign of 
Sancho ill and the minority of Alfonso V[JJ, it again 
received land donations, salt and privileges between 1170 
and 1208. In the thirteenth century donations to the Spanish 
Cis1ercian monasteries diminished and only rights, priv
ileges, exemptions from taxes and tolls, and confimiations 
of earlier donations were received. Although Sacramenia 
was a royal foundation and one of the earliest Cistcrcian 
monasteries founded in Spain, it never achieved the status 
of Poblet, Huerta or Las Huelgas. Even though it received a 
substantial number of privileges from Alfonso Vil and his 
grandson Alfonso Vlll , it must have gained only a modest 
wealth. By 1274, in the reign of Alfonso X. it was termed 
'"poor and much diminished, .. in a document exempting it 
from cenain taxes. 10 Thus the truly prosperous period for 
the monastery must have been the last few decades of the 
twelfth century and the first few decades of the thineenth 
century. 



In 1172 Sacramenia received a salt mine at Bonilla in 
Navafria from Count Pedro Manrique and in 1173 Alfonso 
VIII authorized a yearly gift of 200 "cahices" (134,000 kg) 
of salt. 11 This quantity of salt could certainly not have been 
used by the small monastic community, and a recent study 
of the economics of Castilian Cistercian monasteries sug
gests that the sale of salt provided an important means of 
revenue. 12 Salt probably supplied capital for the building 
campaign at the monastery of Huerta, for example. Shortly 
after the community there acquired salt mines , Alfonso VIII 
laid the first stone of the church." Revenue from the sale of 
salt can also be connected with the building campaigns at 
the Cathedral of Siguenza. The Bishop of Siguenza gave 
various goods 10 the canons because of their poverty, but 
specifically set aside revenue from the salt mines for the 
construction of the church." When Alfonso vm wanted to 
support the construction of the mother church of the order at 
Citcaux, in France, he too gave an annual donation from salt 
mincs. 15 Thus the donations of salt given to Sacramenia in 
1172 and Jl73 suggest that the monastery was gathering the 
funds at this time to begin the building campaigns. 

These dates fit well into the period in which most of the 
early Cistercian monasteries in Spain began building. Very 
few of the Spanish Cistcrcian churches can be dated exactly 
through documentary evidence, but where some dates are 
known, they fall into the years between 1164 and 1181. 16 

Fitero, La Olivia, and Vcrucla , all, like Sacramenia, 
founded from L'Escale Oieu in the 114-0s, were underway in 
the early 1170s. This seems the most likely period for the 
beginning of construction at Sacramenia as well. Refer
ences in the documents to actual buildings are very sparse. 
The first occurred in 1147 when Alfonso VII gave a pine 
grove to make the church and living quarters: '"lnsuper do110 
eis er concedo pinare pro ecclesia sull er tlomibus ft1ciendis 
usque in perpetuum. . . "' 17 This musl refor lo lhe early 
provisional buildings since none of the Spanish monasteries 
began their pennanent building campaigns until well after 
Alfonso Vll's reign. In 1174, in a sentence almost identical 
to that used in the earlier document of his grandfather, 
Alfonso VIII gave wood for the church and other buildings: 
.. Jnsuper dono eis et concedo ligna de pinaribus. serris et 
momibus. pro ecdesia sua et domibus faciendis et aliis 
11ecesst1riis, usque i11 perpetuum." 18 A similar donation of 
wood to the monastery of Poblet has been used to date the 
construction of the church there. 19 Thus. from an historical 
and economic point of view it seems likely that the building 
campaign began in the years immediately after 1174 . 

Stylistically the architecture of the church of Sacra
menia can be compared most closely to that of Veruela, also 
founded from L'Escale Oieu. The east ends of the two 
Spanish buildings are totally different (Figures 3 and 4). 
Veruela was provided with an ambulatory and radiating 
chapels. The east end of the church of Sacramenia is much 
simpler. The semicircular apse is flanked on each side by 
two semicircular chapels arranged in a stepped fonnation. 
The chapels are semicircular on the inside but are rec
tangular on the exterior. The naves and aisles, however, are 
strikingly similar. Both are based on a typical Cistercian 
Romanesque type, but covered with rib vaults in which the 
ribs diminish to a point in the comers of the vaulL~ (Figure 
5). In the side aisles of both churches the ribs are simple 
toruses and the vaulL~ arc domical in shape. Whereas the 
transverse arches are of a pointed horseshoe shape at 
Verucla, those of Sacramenia are simple, pointed arches. 

2 

The proportions of the aisles at Sacramenia are wider and 
squaller than at \l:ruela and the transverse arches arc carried 
on pilasters rather than columns with carved capitals. 

In the naves the similarity between the piers used at the 
two churches can be seen (Figure 6). They are crucifom1 
with single. engaged columns on each side, or - as at 
Sacramenia - with a pilaster on the aisle side. The nave 
columns at both buildings end in a conical shape well above 
the floor in typical Cistcrcian fashion. The column bases are 
similar with carved balls at the comers, but at Veruela the 
two roll moldings which form the column bases continue all 
the way around the piers. The vaulting of the nave of 
Verucla is similar 10 that of the aisles in that the ribs 
diminish to a point without support, but the ribs have a more 
complex profile. The nave vaults at Sacramenia can be 
dated to the late fifteenth century, but the similarities 
between the churches of Veruela and Sacramenia argue for 
the conclusion that the original vaulting of the nave was also 
of the same type with the ribs diminishing to a point. 

The elevations of both churches are composed of two 
stories, but the windows of Veruela are larger and the upper 
capitals of the nave higher so that the string course which 
divides the two stories is placed well below the capitals. At 
Sacramenia this molding fonns the abaci of the upper 
capitals. The re_~ult is taller proportions at Veruela and a 
greater vertical emphasis in the unbroken column shafts. 
The capitals at Sacramenia are more decorative than those at 
Veruela, although the simplest capitals used at both 
churches, decorated with a rope motif, are very similar. The 
same Cistercian sources must have been used as the basis of 
both buildings. 

The stylistic differences between the two churches 
argue for a slightly earlier date for the constn1ctions at 
Sacramenia. a conclusion which accords well with the 
documentary evidence. Veruela is one of the few Spanish 
Cistercian monasteries which is well-dated. The monastery 
was founded in l 146 and temporary buildings constructed. 
By 1171 the east end was begun, for the monks were able to 
celebrate Mass there. By 1178 the transept had been started. 
although work was still underway on the ambulatory and the 
radiating chapels. \\brk progressed slowly but steadily 
westward until completion in 1248.20 Probably by the 1180s 
or ll90s work on the lower parts of the nave was initiated. 
From documentary and economic evidence already consid
ered, the initial building campaign at Sacramenia can be 
dated to the years immediately after IJ74. Since con
struction began in the east. but may have proceeded faster 
on the much simpler apse , the nave was probably underway 
a linle earlier than that of Vcrucla in the 1180s or 119()s. By 
the early years of the thirteenth century emphasis had 
shifted to the cloister and chapter house and the last areas of 
the church to be constructed, the southwest and western 
portals. are crudely decorated. 

The capitals of the nave of the church of Sacramenia 
are relatively decorative for a Cistercian building of the late 
twelfth century (Figure 7a). Although parallels with other 
Cistereian buildings can be drawn for the simpler capitals. 
the most decorative among them can be compared 10 

important local architecture of Segovia and Avila . In tl1e 
late eleventh and early twelfth centuries the basic Roman
esque capitals of Corinthian type with volutes above and a 
single row of stylized leaves below, were spread along the 
pilgrimage roads from Toulouse to Santiago. In fact in the 
nave of the church of Santiago de Compostela itself, there 



exist capitals similar 10 those of Sacramenia. The same type 
or leaves are used with spiraling ends fom1ing volutes and 
wi1h separately carved lobes outlined with a ridge. A second 
, mailer row of leaves fonns the upper volutes. 

The lower capitals of the church of San Vincente at 
Avila. daled to the firsl half of 1he 1welf1h century, are very 
similar 10 some of the types used at Sacramenia (Figure 7b). 
The same spiraling leaves arc employed and the arrange• 
menl is the same with the lower rows oriented 10 the comers 
and an addilional pair of upper volu1es which curve toward 
the center. A second type al Avila wi1h lower leaves which 
project s1rongly bul do no1 curve inlo spirals is also similar 
10 some of the nave eapi1als al Sacramenia. The majority of 
1he abaci a1 Avila are decorated with rosc11cs. This motif 
was very popular in 1he 1welfth cenlury all over the province 
of Segovia and can be seen at San Millan and San Man,n 
Segovia, San Miguel in So1osalbos, and San Manin in 
Fuentidueiia just 6 km from Sacramenia. Few of the 
moldings and abaci are decoraled in the church at Sacra
menia, but where they arc, such as on the molding of 1he 
southwes1 crossing pier, the rosette motif is employed. 

The relalionship between the capilals of Sacramenia 
and San Vicenle in Avila can also explain the more 
developed forms used for the apse entry capitals at Sacra
mcnia (Figure 8a). These two capitals arc much more 
eleganlly carved 1han 1he others and the forms would 
suggcs1 a later date. However, there is every reason to 
believe thal the church was buill in the normal way from 
easl to wcs1 and that this area was compleled before or at 
abou1 1he same lime as the work on the lower regions of the 
nave. A parallel can be drawn between the forms of these 
capilals and 1he upper capii.als of San Vicente, da1ed after 
mid-cen1ury (Figure Sb). Thus. 1he nave capilals of SacrJ• 
menia were modeled on the earlier capilals of San Vieen1e, 
while 1he apse eapi1als were probably carved by a more 
experienced sculplor influenced by the later upper capi1als 
of 1he same church. This would necessi1a1e a da1e well after 
the middle of the cenlUry for 1he capi1als of the church of 
Sacramenia. 

The chapter house capitals employ some of the same 
fom1s as those in the church (Figure 9). Waller Cahn, 
however, made a connec1ion with southwestern France. in 
panicular with the region around Agcn and the Bordela.is . 
He dated these capilals 10 the third quaner of the twelfth 
century. " Given the dale we have jusl eslablished for the 
church and i1s capi1als , this would require thal the chapler 
house was begun before 1he church . However, a comparison 
of the capilals and column bases of the church and chap1er 
house does no1 support this sequence. The moldings of the 
column bases of the chap1cr house arc thinner than those of 
1he church, a charac1cris1ic associaled wi1h a laler da1e. The 
carving of 1he forms of both capitals and abaci, while 
similar in motifs, is more naturalistic, more organic, in the 
chapter house. in line with the trends 1oward an early Go1hic 
an. Rather lhan being inspired direc1Jy from southwesl 
France, 1he forms of the chap1er house capitals arc based on 
1hose of the church which have been traced here to twelfth• 
cen1ury Spanish sources. Thus, if the church was nol begun 
until 1174. the chapler house must be dated to 1he end of 1he 
ccn1ury. 

The plan of 1he chapler house, however, can be tied 
directly 10 southwes1em France. The unusual plan is almosl 
iden1ical to that of the chap1cr house of the mo1her house of 
L'Escale Dieu (Figure 10). It is composed of nine bays with 

rib vault~ resting on four central columns. The ribs diminish 
10 a poin1 above the abaci of the capitals like those of the 
side aisles of 1he church. However, the three bays closest 10 
the clois1er are only half 1he si,,, of the 01hcrs and arc 
covered by half vaulls. This plan was copied by two 01her 
daughter houses of L'Escale Dieu in Spain, Veruela and La 
Oliva (Figure 11). The ribs of all three buildings are simple 
1hick loruses. like 1hose of the side aisles of the church of 
Sacramenia, but all the transverse arches al La Oliva, and 
the wall arches al Vcruela have a more complex profile 1han 
1he simple rectangles found al Sacramcnia. 801h Veruela 
and La Oliva have columns provided 10 suppon the vaulls 
along lhe walls ralher 1han 1he brncke1s used al Sacramcnia 
and L'Escale Dieu. The chapter house entry a1 Sacramenia 
is almost identical 10 thal al L'Escale Dieu with a round
arched portal flanked by double semicircular openings 
carried on groups of four columns. Al La Oliva and a1 
Veruela this design was cx1cnded so 1ha1 an exlra two 
groups of four columns formed the central ponal. 

The feature which mos1 easily dis1inguishes the chapter 
house at Sacramenia from the 01her three is the rich 
decora1ion of 1hc capitals. Those al Veruela. L'Escale Dieu. 
and La Oliva are all carved with stylized leaves in very low 
relief. It was the richness of the capitals. as well as 1he 
simpler arches and entryway, which prompted Waller Cahn 
to sugges1 such an early date for 1he chapter house of 
Sacramcnia, placing ii even before thal of the mo1her house 
of L'Escale Dieu. The church of L"Escale Dieu was con
secrated in 1160 and the chapter house was built abou1 1his 
lime. Cahn sugges1ed such an early date for Sacramenia 
judging on purely slylistic grounds and making comparisons 
wilh southern French architecture. If, however, com• 
parisons with local twelfth ccn1ury archi1ecture in Spain are 
made, and 1he relative da1es of the church and chap1er house 
of Sacrnmenia are considered, lhe da1e of the chap1er house 
canno1 be before 1he lasl decade of 1he twelflh ceniury, 
much closer 10 Torres Balbas" early thineenlh cenlury dale. 

In summary then. documeniary and economic evi
dence, as well as a comparison of the archi1ecrurc of the 
church of Sacramenia 10 1ha1 of rhc well-da1ed church of 
Veruela, sugges1 a dale of circa 1174 for the beginning of 
c-0ns1ruc1ion. This accords well wi1h 1he building dates we 
possess for those monasleries founded in 1he JI40s. The 
nave was begun sometime in the 1180s and construc1ion 
con1inued in10 the early 1hinecn1h century. By comparing 
1he column bases and capi1als of the chapter house and nave 
we can dale the chapler house capi1als somewha1 la1er. The 
vaulting of the chapler house is similar 10 tha1 of the side 
aisles of the church . Hence a date in the 1190s for the 
chapter house is the earlies1 that can be considered. This 
res1ores 10 L'Escale Dieu the place of model for the chap1cr 
houses of i1s 1hree Spanish daughters, a much more likely 
arrangement. 

As has been noled earlier 1he monaslery of Sacramenia 
was 1crmed "poor and much diminished "' by 1274. Thus all 
the twelfth- and thineenth-cenlUry cons1ruc1ions were prob
ably finished by mid-thirteenth ccniury. This would include 
1he church, chapler house, refec1ory, ki1chen, cloister and 
1he lay brolhers' refeclory. 

For 1he monaslery of Sacramenia, documentary, eco
nomic and s1ylistic evidence has shown tha1 the forms 
employed were oflen thirty 10 fif1y years behind 1hose used 
in France. Thus, while stylis1ic comparisons with French 
Cislercian and non-Cislercian archi1ecrure suggest a date as 
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early as the mid-twelfth century for the first construction at 
Sacramenia, it has been seen that these dates cannot stand 

I This paper is based on a disscrtntjon directed by Professor Francois 
Bucher. My preHminary assessments of the monastery and the architec
tural problems it posed may be found in Joanne E. Sowell ... Sacramcnia 
in Spain and Florida: A Preliminary Assessment,·· S111dit'S i11 CiSl(W:ilm 
An and Architec1111·e, ed. Meredilh LiJlieh (Kalamazoo: Cisterdan 
Publications. 1982). pp. 71-77. 

2 A contro\'CN>Y still remains over the date of the foundation of Moccrucla. 
once belie"-ed 10 be 1he fit$1. Cistercian foul'ldatioo in Spa.in. Spanish 
scholars arc reluctant to accept a date as late as 1158 as proposed by 
Maur Cochcril , l::tttdl'!i sur If' mQt1acllisml! e11 Espagne e, Ol.t Ponugal 
(Paris: Sociece d 'editions .. Les Belles Leures. ·• 1966). pp. 161- 180. 
However. a recent dissertation has found oo reason to believe that 
Moren1ela wns founded before 1143. Maria Luisa Bueno Dominquez, 
"El Monas1erio de Moreruela en los sig,los xn y XUJ. ·· Diss. Univer• 
Sid.ad Autonofna de Madrid, 1973, as quo1cd in Vicente•Angel Alvarez 
Palenzueli. MonaJterios dsterden.us en C<Jstilla: slglos XII-XIII 
(Valladolid: Uni\·ers.i<bd. Secrc1ariado de Public-aciones. 1978), p. 132. 
For a discussion of the merits of the earlier dale of 1131 by a Spanish 
scholar in reply to Cocheril soe P. Guerin, '"El Cis1er y fapafia ... 
CisteN:ium. XV. No. 86 (1963), 117- 125. 

3 Alfonso VIIJ also supported the building campaigns of the mother house 
of Citeaux in France. By 1205 he had gj\·t-n 2.SOO .. maravcdis"· for the 
construclion of the house of the lay brochers and anocher 300 rent 
annually from the s.\lt mioe of Atienza for building. Leopoldo 'Torre~ 
Balbas, MonaJterios d.ftercie,ues en Galicia (Santiago: n.p. , 1954), p. 
14. 

4 Leopoldo 1brres Balbas. "El monastcrio Bernardo de Sscramenia. 
(Segovia). ·· Arcf,fro rspaiiQI ,le arte. J7 (1944). pp. 197- 225. 

5 The monastery buildings were secularized in 1835 and sold. In 1925 they 
were 1)4lrchased by William Randolph Hean.I who had the cloister, 
chapccr house . .t1nd rcfccrory dismantled and shipped 10 New York. Jn 
1953 they were purchased by William S. Edge-moo and E, Raymond 
Moss and recons1ructed in North Miami Beach, Florida. 

6 w.,.J1er Cahn. "Ctw.ph:r House. Monastery of Sacnunenia (Segovia) ... in 
"Romanesque SC\llpiure in American Collections. XIV. The South . .. 
G,sro. XIV (1975). pp. 75- 78. 

7 Elie Lamben. £/ ,111e gOticoen £.tpaiia en los J;gJo., XII y XJJI. 2nd ed .• 
Trans. Cristina Rodriguez Sa.lmones (Madrid: Ediciones Ouedr:i. 1982). 
p. 83. From an inscripLion. the dale in which the con.,;truclion was 
begun. May 18. 1218. is known. as is the name of the architect, Master 
Gaulier (or Glllu·rius). This is rare knowledge for a Spanish Cistercian 
building. 

8 Madrid, Archivo HiS16rico Na("ional. Codices 104B. Thlnscriptions of 
some of lhesc documents arc published in Julio Gonzalez, El reillo di' 
CastUla ,n la epoca de A/fo,,so VIII, 3 vols. (Madrid: Escuela de 
estudios medievaJes. 1960). and Maria de la SOlerralla Manin ~ igo. 
Sn11ta Maria d,. COf'daba. Prior a to de Arl011u, y Grllnj<1 de S<icramenia 
(Valladolid: Uni,•ers:idad de V.illadolid. Dcpanamen10 de Paleogrntla y 
Oiplomatica. 1979). 

9 Early authors wch as Manrique writing in 1643. Mendoia in 1753. 
Yepes in the early 171h century and Colmenares in 1640, all accept 1he 
date of J 141. Angel Manrique. Amwles Cisterci('nsrs (L)'OD; Boissa1 and 
Anni son. 1642- 16S9). I. p. 417. B. Mendo1.a. Synopsis seu bm1is 
110,itia mo,mstt"r;on,m congregllfio,,is Hisp<mia,• dstertiMses. Ms. of 
1753. LlbNIJ')' of I.he Abbey of San Isidro de Duenas. (bound with 
others). p. 32. fol. 27. Fray Antonio de Yepes. Cr(}nka General de la 
Ortleri dr San 8t11itt>. 1609- 1621: rpt. Bibliotec.l. de AulortS &panc>Jes. 
vols. 123- 125. ed. Justo Perez de Urbcl (Madrid: Atlas. 1959- 1960), 
VII, 314. 3. Diego de Colemnarcs. /Jistoria de la inslgne d1ulad de 
Sego,·ia y cmnpmdio de las historias de Castilla, 2nd . ed. (1640~ rp1. 
Segovia: Tomas Baeza y Gon1..a.Jez. 1921). p. 214. Alvarez Palcn1.0cla 
quotes an unpublished document which puls the date a1 March 21. 1141. 
Viceme-Angel Alvarez Palenzuela. Momuterios cisterdemes e,, Cll!•· 

when the entire context of Spanish Cistercian architecture is 
cons idered. 
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tilla: siglos XII - XIII (Valladolid: Univcrsidad de Valladolid. 1978). p. 
176. Fr. Francisco de Bivar. a monk of Sacra.menia. writing to 
Colmenares in 1627. could fiOO no origin.al document preserved a1 the 
monastery which ga,.-c the foundation dale. He stated only lb.It ~ 

calaloguc of Cistcrcian monasteries gave the date as February 3. 1141. 
aJthough he assened that lhe original foundation was e,·en earlier and 
this referred 10 a translation of the mon.astery or consec:ni1ion of the 
church. Diego de Colmenares, "Aparalo de la Hisloria de Segovia.·· in 
M. Quintanilla ... Monasterio de Sacramenia. Documemos ... £st1uli'1s 
St"g()Via11os. I V (19.52). pp. 547-548. Two modem Spanish schofm. 
Martin A:>sligo, a paleographer who ha:, worked c-xtc:nsi"C'IY with !he 
Sacramenia documents. and Alvarez PaJeniucla who ha:, written oo the 
economics of the Castilian Ci~crcian monasteries. accept lhc date of 
1141. Manin Postigo. p. 45. Alvarez Palenzuela. p. 135. Cocheril. 
Dimicr, and Van dcr Meer use the date of 1142. Maur Cocheril. 
"l'implantation des Abb.lyes Ciscerciennes dans la f)eninsule lberique." 
A,mario de £studios Mtdie,•ales, I ( 1964), pp. 234 and 285. Ansclmc 
Oimier. Recueil ,Jes plmu d' eglises dstereiennes (Grignan. Drome: 
Abbaye Notre-Dame de Aiguebcllc, 1949), p. ISS. Frederick Van der 
Meer. Atlm; de l'ordre dsterde,r (P,aris: Editions-Sequoia. 1965). p. 
294. Rccucrdo Astray trncc.o:; the movements of Alfonso Vil .t1nd based 
on Colmenares· :k.'OOUDt places him in Segovia in IJ41 where he found 
the monastery of Sacramenia on January 30. M. Recuerdo Astra)·. 
Alf()lrso VII. empttrndor. El lmjN'rio Hisptmico ,11 ,I siglo XII (U:on: 
Centr0 de Eswdioo e lnvestigaci6n "San lsidoro. ·· 1979). pp. 218-219 

10 Madrid. AHN Codices 1048. fol. 13r-v. 

II Madrid. AHN Codices 1048. fol.s. 26r-27r. The 1173 documeni is also 
published in Gonzalez. II, pp. 295- 297. Doc-. 175. 

12 Ah•arcz Palenzuela, pp. 249- 252. 

13 Carlos de la Casa ManillCZ aDd EJfas Tures Navarro. Monasrmo 
Cisterdnu·t de Santa Maria de fluerw (Almazan: lngrabcl, 1982) p. 
35. 

14 Leopoldo 1ones Balbas. Arqultectura gOl,<"a. An. Hispaniac. VII 
(Moorid: &1;1orial Plus- Ultra. 1952). p. 55. 

15 'Jbrres Balbas. MOll(l.fftrios Cisterrinues ,n Galiria, p. 14. 

16 According to documentary sources La Oliva was be-gun in 1164 aOO 
finished by I 198. although this lasl date is u11ually intcrprctcd by 
scholars as a consecration date rather than a completion date. 1brrcs 
Balbas, Arqi,itecmra gOfira, p. 27. Armenteira was begun by 1168 and 
Osera and Ju1iqt.1era were well underway in 1193. 'lbrrcs Balbas. 
Mor1asterios Cisrerrienses en Galicia, p. 34. Poblet was begun af1er 
1166 and according to records Santes Creus was begun in 1174. ¼rucla 
was under construction in 1171 and Huena was begun in 1179. To~ 
Balbas. Arquirrctura gOtica. pp. 34-37. The east end of Fitcro 1-s 

usually dated af1cr IJ70 while that of V..lbucna was underway befort 
1200. 

17 Madrid . AHN Codices 1049. fol. 2r. 

18 Madrid. AHN CodiC"CS 1048 . fol 8..,-9'.·. 

19 'lbrres Balbas. Arquitec11m1 g6rico. pp. 35-36. 

20 Torres Balbas.Arquitectura g6lk<1. p. 36. 

21 lbere were ma.ny con1ac1s in the I Ith and 12th centuries betwct,n Ag.en 
and Spain and relationships with the an of the Agenais are no surprise: 
io Segovia where Pedro de Agen was the firsc bishop. For the wf) 
contaccs belwcen Spain and Agcn sec Abbe BarrC.rc, Hisroirr uHgiruu 
el mormmemalt! du diori-st" d'Age11 (Agen: Achille Chairoo. 1855-.56►. 
pp. 288- 301. Cahn. p. 77. made his conclusions based on the compJc-. 
as it s1t1nds in Miami without a comparison to lhe church which is lCill 
in Spain. 



Figure I. Valdedios. Begun 1218. Nave arcade of the 
church. 

Figure 2, Palazuelos. Begun 1213. Nave of the church, 
looking east . 

0 5 10 ... 
Figure 3, Plan of the church of ¼roela. An
selme Dim..ier, Recueil des plans tl' eglises 
cisterciemres. (Grignan, Drome: Notre Dame 
de Aiguebelle, 1949), pl. 316. 

Figure 4, Plan of the monastery of Sacramenia as Torres Balbas found it 
in the 1920s. Leopoldo Torres Balbas." La iglesia del monasterio de 
Nucstra Senora de la Sierra (Segovia)," Archivo espa,iol de arte, 18. 
(1945) pp. 73- 83 . 



Figure Sa, 'kruela. Underway 1171. North aisle of lhe 
church. 

Figure 6a, 'kruela. Underway 1171. Nave arcade. 
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Figure 5b, Sacramenia. Begun ca. 1174. North aisle of the 
church. 

Figure 6b, Sacramenia. Begun ca. 1174. Nave arcade. 



Figure 7a, Sacramenia. Begun ca. 1174. Eastern capital of 
fir.a pier from crossing, south side. 

Figure Sa, Sacramenia. Begun ca. 1174. Capital of apse 
entry, north side. 

Figure 7b, San Vicente, Avila. Begun early 12th century. 
Nave capital. 

Figure 8b, San Vicente, Avila. Begun early 12th century. 
Upper capitals of the nave arcade. 
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Figure 9, Sacramenia. Begun ca. 1174. Interior of the chapter house in North Miami Beach. Photo, Rev. Bruce E. Bailey. 

Figure IO, Plan of the chapter house of Sacramenia. North Miami Beach. 
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Figure Ila, La Oliva. Begun 1164. Chapter house interior. Figure lib , \l>ruela. Underway 1171. Chapter house interior. 
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A Netherlandish Manuscript Page at Florida State 

Char/011e Sharpe Daly 

From the ninth cen1ury, hand-executed liturgical books 
were valued for reljgious, aesthetic and edificatory reasons 
and were often lis1ed as part of an inhcri1ancc in a family 
inven1ory of treasured i1ems. As primed books multiplied, 
lhe acquisition of the older hand-made manuscripts was 
rcla1ed to their value as commerce. In many cases , un
moved by the incomparable worth of the lustrous pages as 
complete volumes, the profitable rc1um on individual pages 
tempted some book dealers to separate manuscrip1s and sell 
the leaves one by one. Single manuscript pages in diverse 
coUections may be a result of trus custom. 

Among the collections at Strozier Library, Florida 
State University owns a manuscripl page which was ac
quired in the 1940s but has never been identified . The recto 
of lhc page is shown in Figure I, the verso in Figure 2. The 
page measures 11.3 x 15.9 centimeters. There are nineteen 
ruled lines of text written in brown ink, accented with red, 
and wi1h red rubrics. The leaf is cenainly a page from 
a Book of Hours , wriuen in the Middle Ne1herlandish 
language. 

The Book of Hours was the most popular book in 
medieval Europe. Al1hough firs! adop1ed as pan of the 
Breviary in 1he tenth cenlury, lhe Book of Hours became a 
separate book during the thirteenlh century. The demand for 
new copies by the faithful from the thirteenth through the 
:.ix.1eenth centuries was not extraordinary if one considers 
that its appeal was remarkably filled 10 the devotional habits 
in favor at the time . The Book of Hours was the layman 's 
prayerbook for private contemplation , the monastic's hand
book for daily recitation , and the prince's volume for 
wealthy display. With its anthology of psalms, Collec1s 
(prayers), hymns and responses, ii afforded the opponunity 
to repeat the canonical offices of 1he church liturgy in 
private devotions. 

According to John Harthan in his summary, The Book 
of Hours, !he calendar al !he beginning was fixed. but the 
order of ~,e separate pans varied as did the number of texL~ 
and 1heir position in the book. They are listed here in the 
c,;cqucncc which }vas most common.' 

I. Calendar 
2. Sequences of 1he Gospels 
3. The prayer Obsecro 1e 
4. The prayer O illfemerata 
5. Hours of the Virgin 
6. Hours of the Cross 
7. Hours of the Holy Spirit 
8. Penilential Psalms 
9. Litany 

IO. Office of !he Dead 
11. Suffrages of the Saints 

The liturgical day was divided in10 specific "hours" for 

performing the different services of worship. There was no 
exact time for the recitations as long as they occurred al 
approximately 1hree-hour intervals. 2 There were seven 
Hours distributed into night, day and evening ca1egories. 
The 1imes below are only estimations, and would have been 
influenced by 1he seasons and the occupations of !he 
panicipants.' 

Night 
hours 

Day 
how·s 

£~•ening 
hours 

Ma1ins 
Lauds 

Prime 
Tierce 
Sex1 
None 

¼spers 
Compline 

3:30A.M. 
5:00A.M. 

6:00A.M . 
9:00A.M . 
12:00 noon 
3:00 P.M. 

4:30 P.M. 
6:00 P.M. 

(to be recited 
between 
midnight 
and dawn) 

The most familiar part of 1he Book of Hours is the 
Hours of 1he Virgin (cf. ilem 5, lisled above). In those 
Hours , 1he leng1h of text for each service varied. Matins, 
Lauds and Vespers arc the longest. Prime, Tierce, Sex! and 
None are shon, with a simplified 1ext composed of verse, 
response, hymn, three psalms, Capi1ulum and Collect. 
Some of the longer services could take as much as two 
hours to complete. The Hours of the Holy Spirit usually 
came af1cr the Hours of the Virgin-its 1ex1 generally qui1e 
shon, consisting of a hymn, antiphon, and prayer.• The 
Florida State University page is from the "Shon Hours of 
the Holy Spirit." In Netherlandish manuscripts, the regular 
grouping of 1exts consists of an1iphons , versicles, some
times psalms, prayers (Collects), invocations (Vespers). and 
a hymn.• Placed in the liturgical hours, Florida S1a1c's leaf 
contains the end of None and the beginning of Vespers. 

On 1he first line of the reclo are the last eight and a half 
words of the versicle. Then comes !he prayer or CoUect. 
The lower six lines on the rec10 arc 1he beginning of 
Vespers, or 1he standard invocation found at all hours except 
Matins and Compline. The rubric for the hymn, "ymnus•· is 
the last word on the recto page.• The verso of the leaf 
con1ains the text of the hymn, and in Netherlandish texts it 
would usually be the same in each of lhe hours. Here it is 
1he Dutch translation of the La1in hymn, "'kni creator 
spiritus ... , The antiphon and the psalm would have 
followed. 8 

Toward the end of the Middle Ages, cities and econo
mies were burgeoning, and irregularities in church practices 
occasioned protests for reform. The general sentiment was a 
demand for a more individual rather than an institutional 
form of worship . One of the mos! eloquenl refom1ers was 
the Du1ch scholar, lawyer, cleric, and theologjan, Geen 
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Grote (1340-1384).9 He had a passion for books, exhibited 
by his employment of five full-time copyists and his 
constant negotiations involving the exchange and copying 
of books for himself and others. His letters on pastoral or 
personal matters a.lways seemed to return to discussions 
about the price of parchment, the need for speed in copying, 
the lending of the copy-models. or the desire for additional 
bags of books. In reply to a letter from a friend asking 
advice, "Grote began his letter by saying ' I love you , 
because you love books.· " 10 

Evidently, a man of enormous energy and accomplish
ment, 11 Grote preached. traveled and wrote copiously. 
Along with scholarly opinions on ecclesiastical themes, 
objections to the building of the cathedral at Utrecht, and an 
unflinching attack on the Focarists (clergy who lived as 
married men)." he also wrote many treatises on spiritual 
and practical guidance. 

Grote read and quoted from Aristotle. Seneca, Livy, 
Cicero. Gregory, Augustine. Bernard. Aquinas. and the 
Bible, among favori te books. Moreover, he wrote transla
tions of notable literature which he felt should be widely 
dispersed , and - most imponant in this regard-he wrote a 
Dutch translation of the Book of Hours . Almost all of the 
Middle Netherlandish prayerbooks that survive contain his 
translation. 13 

The acceptance of a vernacular translarion was swift 
and points to an atmosphere receptive to personal commu
nion with God ouL~idc the strictures of the church. 

Organized around Grote 's preachings and treatises, his 
enthusiastic followers sought to establish houses for com
munal lay groups who wished to live apart and worship 
properly. As a result , the Brotherhood of Common Life was 
begun in 1383.14 and lead to the formation of fraternities 
dedicated to the education of schoolboys and the copying of 
books. Figure 3 is a map of all of the Houses of the Brothers 
of Common Life. Dcventer was the hometown of Geen 
Grote. 

Geen Grote ·s religious reform movement is referred to 
as the Modem Devotion. In his book A Ce111111y of Dutch 
Manuscript llh1111i11ario11. L.M.J. Delaisse writes that it was 
a popular movement that appealed 10 an intellectual and 
spiritual elite. He also states that "The Modem Devotion 
can be considered one of the most vital changes in the 
spiritual life of western Europe."" Consequently, Grote 
contributed not only the translation of the Book of Hours, 
but the schools of copyists who would continue to produce 
an enonnous amount of church and classical manuscripts. 16 

By the fifteenth century there were a large number of 
lay workshops and free-lance practitioners involved in the 
calligraphy and decoration of manuscripts. The brethren in 
the Grote fraternities were lay persons who undenook to 
copy books as a full -lime occupation. Often there were 
thirty-five copyists working in a single Brotherhouse, plus 
the thiny or forty schoolboys in the usual Brotherhood 
hostel. Some Brothcrhouses conducted schools for local and 
boarding students, while others merely provided the hostel 
for out-of-town schoolboys who would otherwise be unable 
to attend nearby universities. When not occupied with their 
studies, the boys copied books to help defray the cost of 
their lodgings. It is interesting 10 note that Erasmus attended 
the school of the Brotherhood from 1478 to 1483, and that 
Martin Luther boarded with the Brothers and auendcd 
school in Magcburg in 1497. 17 

Admiuedly, the Florida State acquisition could have 
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been produced in another workshop, but a routine day in a 
Grote Brotherhouse will give an understanding of the 
pattern of meditation and writing involved in producing 
hand-lcuered books. According 10 R.R. Post in his book 
The Modem Devotion, the brethren rose at half past three 10 
read the Breviary and pray the Hours of the Virgin . 
Afierward there was opportunity for studying lhe Holy 
Scriplure for an hour. From seven until ten each morning 
the brethren copied books. and then attended Mass in a 
parish church. There was reading aloud during mca.1s and in 
the summer the Brothers could lake a nap at the 1able while 
the reader finished his meal. In the afternoon they again 
wrote from twelve until three. 'kspers were al half pa$! 
four, followed by writing from five to seven. Then they had 
their evening meal and attended Complinc. Everyone had to 
be in bed at half past eight. 18 niroughout the day. while 
copying, the brothers were to meditate on subjects chosen 
and announced each moming. A fearful subjec1 one day wa 
alternated with a comforting one the next. 

From comparison with similar, dated manuscripts. tht 
approximate date of the Florida State leaf can be deter 
mined. However, there are divergent views about the region 
of origin. There is evidence relating the page to two 
different Netherlandic areas, the southern Netherlands and 
the northeastern Netherlands. 

A Dutch manuscripl of the Book of Hours owned b) 
the Boston Public Library (MS 159) has pages in which the 
illuminated border decoration and the painted initials rc.wm
ble those of the Florida State leaf. There is a difference in 
1he decorJtive placement , however: the Boslon pages have 
the design al the bottom and around the outer borders. never 
on the top and bottom only. After examination, Laura 
Monti, Keeper of Rare Books and Manuscripts at the 
Boston Public Library, concluded that they are undoubtedly 
from the same school of illumination , of the same era, but 
differ in the copyist hand. TI,e Boslon manuscript was 
produced in the Nelherlands in the fifteenth century." In its 
Lewis Collection, the Free Library of Philadelphia has a 
manuscript (MS 131) with full borders which repeal many of 
the decorative clements of the Florida State leaf. The Lewis 
Book of Hours was produced in the southern Nelherlands in 
1470. 20 

Dr. James Marrow. of the University of California. an 
expen on Dutch fifteenth-century illuminated manuscripts. 
in an October 23, 1984 letter regarding the Florida State 
page. wriles that "bits of the dialectical peculiarities of this 
version of Geen Grote 's basic text . .. make it clear that 1he 
scribe of your leaf was from the southern rather than 1he 
northern Netherlands (present-day Belgium), a judgment I 
base aol only on the dialect but also on the style of page 
layout , border decoration and painted initial. Southern 
Netherlands , ca . 1475 would not be far from the mark." 

Another manuscript, sec Figure 4. dated 1475 from the 
city of Ghent in the southern Netherlands, or Flanders, is 
from the Bodleian Library, Oxford. England . the Book of 
Hours, folio 15, page 68 verso . It is probably from another 
workshop. but !here is a likene-~s in the shape and composi
tion of the floral moti fs within the decorative border. 
Likewise. the Beinecke Library al Yale University owns a 
Book of Hours (MS 190) produced in Flanders, dated 1470 
(Figure 5). Instead of top and bottom border decoralion. ii 
includes full borders with similarities to both the Oxford 
and Florida State pages. Admittedly !here are differences in 
the leaves. however. 1he repeated elemenlS in the Oxford . 



Beinecke, and Florida State images arc sufficient to demon
strate a style of decoration common to manuscripts originat
ing in the southern Netherlands during the last third of the 
fifteenth century. 

In Flanders, Books of Hours were often made without 
miniatures. Sometimes the beginning of each service was 
placed on the recto of pages, so that miniatures could later 
be insened opposite them. Most of the anachable miniature~ 
were produced in Utrecht. In 1427 the city of Bmges 
prohibited the sale of miniatures from Utrecht. The nonh
em pages must have nooded the market and presented a 
threat to the anists of Bmges. From an illustration in 
Dclaissc's book , see Figure 6, an example of the insened 
miniature can be seen in two pages owned by the National 
Library in Vienna, MS 1988, page 30 verso and 31 recto. 
The ree10 exhibits the broad acanthus leaves characteristic 
of books made in Ghent,21 the page is dated 1480 and 
resembles the Florida State leaf. The page facing it. 
however, was probably made in Utrecht. There is indeed a 
great disparity between the Ghent page and its opposite 
miniature. 

The Florida State page may be from Flanders because 
it is from the less elaborate type of book, without mini 
atures - al least there was no miniature distinguishing the 
beginning of Vespers, which did appear on the recto of the 
page. The initials are painted and illuminated. but they are 
not inhabited. historiated , textured. or foliated , and birds 
and animals are absent from the borders (Figure 7). 

The Special Collections of the Van Pell Library a1 the 
University of Pennsylvania owns a Book of Hours in the 
translation of Geen Grote. 22 Their leaf 105 (recto and verso) 
contains the same text as the manuscript leaf from the 
Florida State library collection . Page 95 recto in the Van 
Pell volume also displays the large blue and gold acanthus 
leaves in the border (Figure 8). In his 1976 anicle "Medi-

This aulhor offers ~iDCtrc lhanks lO Dr. Jame-s Marrow. Professor of 
,\rt HistOf)', Unh·crsity of California, Bcrkclcy, and to Dr. Phillip E. 
\¼:bbcr. Central College, Pellu. Iowa. for so graciously sharing profe..;;. 
'-ional l:oowlcdgc concerning the J-lorida State manuscrip,1 page. 

I John Hanha1l. cooime.ntary and his1oric:al SuJVCy. The Book of Hmtrs 
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1977). p. 15. 

2 Hanhan. p. 12. 

3 Gloria Konig Fiero. ··De\·04ional Illumination in Early Ncthcrtandis.h 
Manuscripts , .. i!lorida Srnte Unive.rsi1y. 1970. p. 13. 

4 Han:han,p.17. 

S Correspondence from Or. James Marrow. October 23, 1984. 

6 Marrow. 

7 F. J. Mone. laTrim'sche fly,,mt•n des Miut'lalters (Freiburg im 
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Figure 2, Verso of Netherlandish Page, Florida State 
University. 



Figure 3, Map of the Houses of the Brothers of Common 
Life, 1968, R. R. Post, The Modem Devotion, courtesy of 
E. J. Brill. Leiden. 

Figure 4, MS Gough Liturgy 15 folio 68v, 1475, courtesy of 
the Department of \\bstcm Manuscripts, Bodlcian Library, 
Oxford, England. 
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Figure 5, MS 190, folio 14r, "Gimbel Hours," counesy of the Beinecke Library, Yale University. 
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Arthur Wesley Dow and American Modernism 

Rosemllry T. Smith 

One of the most intriguing yet most difficull aspects of 
American modernism is the move toward abstraction within 
the movement. When did it begin? What prompted the 
change? What were the various stages of its development? 
How was it received? These are some of the questions 
which must be asked . TI1e.re are. of course, many answers, 
depending on which anist or group of anists one may wish 
to examine. An analysis of the work of Anhur Wesley Dow 
(1857-1922) provides some valuable insights into this 
phenomenon (Figure I). Dow is best known as a teacher of 
Georgia O'Keeffe, and she is, indeed, one of his most 
famous pupils, bur Dow was much more than that. He was 
an anist and theorist as well as a reacher. II is his activities 
as a theorist and teacher which are the subjects of this 
analysis, for it was in these two capacities that he exened 
the mos, influence. 

The analysis begins with a brief biographical sketch of 
Dow's early life and anistic training, leading to the point at 
which Dow began to question that training and the theories 
upon which it was based. Following this is a description of 
Dow's new theory of an and of the reaching method he 
devised as its complement. The paper then addresses works 
by Georgia O' Keefe which, when analyzed, exemplify the 
influence of Dow's theory and method. Finally, Dow's role 
in the development of American modernism shall be evalu
ated establishing the significance of his contribution to that 
movement . 

Dow was born in [pswich, Massachusetts , in 1857. a 
locale which was to remain an important pan of his life. He 
crumed to it often and established the Ipswich Summer 

School of An there around 1900. 1 He seemed to have 
inherited a strong Protestant work ethic from his strict 
Congregationalist family which prompted his tireless ac
tivities as reacher, lecturer, artist and theorist. He began 
teaching elementary classes in the local parish school in 
1875 and remained a teacher the rest of his life. 

Dow received no formaJ anistic training until he was 
over 1wenty-one years old. His activities with the local 
hiStorical society led him to make drawings of local 
buildings which were successful enough to prompt him to 
seek professional instruction. After a year of study with a 
local anist. he moved to Boston in 1881. There. in the studio 
of James M. Stone, he received traditional European 
academic training.' In 1884 Dow went to Paris and enrolled 
at the Rue de Faubourg extension of the Academie Julian. 
lie was pleasantly surprised with the strict regimen there, 
but felt Paris was a sinful city, full of evil influences; he 
turned to his Bible often for comfon.' ln the Spring of 1885 
and again in 1886 he worked in Brittany. 

During his sojourn in France, Dow was relatively 
successful. He sold works back in Boston and in 1889 he 
had two paintings accepted in the Salon and one in the 

Universal Exposition. The latter won an honorable men
tion. 4 

Despite the success of his work Dow was becoming 
dissatisfied. That same year (1889) he left the Academic 
Julian for a less prestigious studio and, in August , quit Paris 
altogether and returned to America, established a Boston 
studio, but was not successful. Disenchanted with his own 
work and with that of his fellow French-trained anists, he 
felt something was lacking. To quote a friend of Dow·s to 
whom he wrote regarding these feelings: 

. .. [he fel t] that same thing was lacking in all 
about him. Al this time he did not know what it 
was, it eluded definition. As the weeks went on he 
became more convinced that he was not a great 
painter, nor even an American painter. nor were 
any of those about him. Boston was but an anisric 
suburb. a backwash of Paris , but a hard rock of 
dead and unyielding tradition.' 

Dow was not content with simply continuing the 
Frcnl~h tradition in America, nor with producing work in 
which something was lacking , and so he set out 10 find what 
that something was. This prompted him to develop a new 
theory of art. 

Dow's new theory was based on two i11sights . The fi rst 
was the product of his earlier aesthetic experiences. Writing 
late in life, Dow recalled that as a child in Ipswich he had 
noted with pleasure the changing colors of the fishing boats. 

The Ipswich sailors painted their boars in bright 
hues. using different colours for the inside, out
side and streak. They had a limited palette-dark 
blue, canary yellow, orange. orange-red , several 
greens, black, and white. They were not content 
to keep a colour scheme very long, in fact they 
varied it from year to year, perhaps borrowing one 
another's paint pots when they freshened up the 
boats in the spring. ,""Sman as paint,., said John 
Silver. 

The boats were like colour prints as they lay 
on the shore in the dark shadow of the willows, or 
slanted in companies down the heaps of white 
clam shells-and the ride and the sailors always 
kept new combinations going.• 

From the activities of the fishermen and his own response, 
Dow saw that even untrained minds responded with plea
sure 10 simple, indeed random, variations in pattern of 
color. 

The second insight was deri ved from Dow's dissatis
faction with the continuance of the French tradition in 
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America. He sought a truly American an and 10 this end he 
explored the relationship between the development of de
sign and social history. He read Darwin ·s work. possibly 
auended Hippolyte 'faine 's lecnires in Paris and was enthu
siastic about Charles Blanc ·s Voyage de In Haute Egypte (he 
transcribed sections of it into his sketchbook). Coming to 
the conclusion that "climatological. socio-economic and 
religious factors" panicular to a culture detennincd its form 
of anistic expression , he began to study the an of various 
cultures. 

These studies brought him 10 a library in February of 
1891 where he found a book containing illustrations of the 
prints of the Japanese artist Hokusai (1760-1849). 7 From 
these he recognized a universal in an and to him that 
universal was composition. While he did not find in this a 
tnlly American an, he developed a theory based on a 
principle so fundamental that it subsumed this original 
desire. 

In a letter written only days later he said: 

It is now plain to me that Whistler and Pennell 
whom I have admired as great originals are only 
copying the Japanese. One evening with Hokusai 
gave more light on composition and decorative 
effect than years of study of pictures. I surely 
ought 10 compose in an entirely different manner 
and paint bcuer.8 

He immediately went 10 the Boston Museum of Fine 
Ans to examine its Japanese collection. He told the curator 
he had come to " learn the true principles of composition. " 9 

Dow had found the basis for his own theory of an: 
composition was the universal. 

This raises the issue of whether or not this was Dow's 
first exposure to Japanese an, an issue which has been the 
subject of debate. On one side it has been argued that Dow 
must have been exposed to Japanese an while in Paris. •0 ',¼ 
know that Japanese prints had been available in Paris since 
the 1860s. However, it is actually irrelevant whether or not 
Dow had seen Japanese an before February, 1891. The fact 
is that until the 1890s he would not have been at a stage in 
his thinking which would have aUowed him to sec the 
principles he was seeking manifest in this an. 

Now that he had the basis for his theory he began to 
expand upon it , to analyze its implications. The two most 
imponant implications were first. that if composition is a 
universal principle. all minds, educated or uneducated, 
could appreciate it , and second, that the current academic 
system of an did not emphasize composition sufficiently 
and therefore that system could not produce artists capable 
of creating an 10 which all could respond. 

Both implications are addressed in Dow's 1896 anicle 
.. The Responsibil ity of the Artist as Educator." He pro
posed that the progress of an depends on education and the 
anist is undeniably the educator. The artist should not 
simply condemn the public for indifference but should give 
it an to which it can respond. Funhermore, if the anist 
cannot provide art to which all can respond, it is the fault of 
his training. The academic system. he felt , placed too much 
emphasis upon representation, it neglected composition. He 
wrote: 

20 

An education is and has been based on a system 
promulgated by Leonardo da Vinci and his pupils, 
and finally set in fixed form by Lebrun, David , 

lngres and other French draughtsmen of a past 
century. lts main idea is that representation is the 
most imponant thing in education, that the ability 
to represent truthfully must first be acquired by 
the student, after which he may tum his aucntion 
to composition- to expression .. .. Its neglect of 
composition checks creative effort in the artist. 
and more than that. it discourages an education of 
appreciation. for it demands that children shall 
begin by representing rather than by learning to 
feel beauty and to create it in simple ways . ... 
The study of composition means an an education 
for an entire people, for every chi ld can be taught 
to compose, that is to know and feel beauty and to 
produce it in simple ways. 11 

Herc we see Dow attacking the academic system in which 
he was trained. He felt it had been responsible for "that 
which was lacking .. in his art. However, it is easy to 
criticize an existing system; the test of a good mind is to 
then provide a viable alternative. This Dow did admirably. 

In I 899 he published a book entitled Co111positio11 in 
which he set fonh an entirely new approach to teaching an. 
In the first few chapters he divided the visual ans (including 
architecture) into three basic elements: line. 11ota11 ru1d 
color. He introduced the Japanese tenn 11ou111 because the 
standard Western tenns such as chiaroscuro or shading did 
not properly convey the meaning he was seeking. N{!ta11 
literally translates as light/dark and conveys the idea of 
abstract harmony building through areas of light and dark 
rather than the \¼stem idea of the effect of light upon an 
object. 12 Dow then treated the three basic elements in 
separate chapters: in each chapter he asserted the nature, 
function and significance of the given clement, defended his 
position with examples and gave exercises which reve.aled 
its role and showed the student how to manipulate the 
element . 

For line he recommended the use of Japanese bmshes 
and ink which allowed for more variation in width and tone. 
After mastering the ability to draw pleasing lines. the 
student was encouraged to make compositions consisting 
only of arrangements of lines (Figure 2). Once line was 
completely mastered. the clement of 11ow11 was elaborated . 
Once the basic idea of light/dark harmony building was 
understood 11ou111 could be funhcr broken down into values 
(or tones) and the student might then compose with values. 
(Figure 3). 

When doing landscapes , trees, flowers and the like. the 
student was not encouraged to create a realistic representa
tion of the object but to abstract its line and 11{!W11 and 
arrange those clements in a pleasing way. Dow held the 
Habok11 or "splashed ink" landscapes of the Japanese to be 
the epitome of this. He included some by Sesshu as 
illustrations in the text. 

Dow used Alben Munsell 's color theory of primaries 
and sccondarie.~ and funher divided color into the elements 
of hue, 11ow11 and intensity. Armed with this organization or 
colors, the student could begin to compose with them. 
Color was treated very much like 11{!1(111 and was used 
primarily to fill in the spaces between lines . 

Dow 's text did not deal with such concepts as lire 
drawing, perspective or the creation of volume through 
shading except to dictate that once the sl\ldent had mastered 
composition , then , and only then, should he be allowed to 
pursue such training. The book was designed primarily to 



be used by a reacher in a classroom, but it was also 
appropriate for self-teaching. 1' 

Dow ·s new method of teaching based on his theory of 
a.rt wa..') phenomenally successful. ComJJtJSition was re
printed twice in iLs first year of issue, and 1941 , its last year 
of issue, marked its twentieth printing. 11 wa.s translated into 
French as early as 1900 and was also sold in England. 

Already an active educator before the pub I ication of 
Composition. in 1895 Dow began reaching at the Pratt 
Institute in Brooklyn and in 1898 began lecturing at the Art 
Student 's League in New York. During that time he main
tained the Summer School at Ipswich, and in 1897 he 
became curator of Japanese an at the Boston Museum of 
Fine Ans. In 1904 he gave up these multiple positions to 
become Director of Fine Ans at Teacher's College, Colum
bia University. Therefore, his book was being sold in great 
numbers, he was actively promoting his theory and method 
through reaching and lecturing. and he was a teacher of 
teachers, resulting in a logarithmic increase of converts . 

Based on numbers alone, one would have 10 conclude 
1ha1 Dow had an impact on the art of the period. However, 
his influence was even greater; his theory, in the hands of 
talented anists. helped the evolution toward a new kind of 
an, American modemjsm. 

While his own an generally remained conservative, he 
supported the changes taking place in American an in the 
early years of the twentieth century. He admired the work of 
Maurice Prendergast, congratulated William Macbeth on 
his support of '·The Eight , .. accepted photography as a fine 
art and instituted a "modernist painting .. course at Teacher's 
College. 14 In addition 10 this general support of American 
modernism, specific artists associated with the movement 
were influenced by Dow. Max Weber wa.s a student at the 
Pra11 and as late as 1940 said he was still follo:,ving Dow's 
principles. " Gertrude Kasebier was his colleague at the 
Pran and Dow appointed Clarence White to the staff of 
Toacher·s College. Both Kasebier and White were founding 
members of the Photo-Secession Gallery as wa.s Alvin 
Coburn. an ardent Dow student. However, of the many 
a11ists influenced by Dow it is perhaps mos1 revealing to 
observe his theory and method as manifest in the work of 
one of his most famous pupils, Georgia O'Keeffe. 

O 'Keeffe was born in Wisconsin in 1887 and received 
formal artistic training, but by 1908 had given up painting 
and was working a.s a commercial anist in Chicago. In 1912, 
while visiting her family in Charlottesville, Virginia, she 
became acquainted with the Dow method through a student 
of his who was teaching at the University of Virginia. 16 In 
1914 she went to New York to study directly under Dow. Of 
him she said: 

1l1is man had one dominating idea, to fi ll space in 
a beautiful way ... and that interested me ... . 
By this time I had a technique for handling oil and 
watercolor easily; Dow gave me something to do 
with it .17 

O'Keeffe's words show us Dow's inftuence regarding 
the importance of composition (or, as she put it . filling 
space in a beautiful way). Her works are more eloquent. In 
1916 she painted Blue Lines (Figure 4), a watercolor 
composed of three lines of varying widths combined in a 
calligraphic arrangement to fill the space. Also in 1916 she 
drew Abstraction IX , charcoal on paper (Figure 5), an 
arrangement of lines of varying widths and intensities which 

combine to form the essence of the head and shoulders of a 
human figure. One can sec Dow's exercises of drawing lines 
and composing through 111Jta11 reflected here. As late as 1963 
her oil on canvas Road Past the Vtew I (Figure 6) demon
strated that O'Keeffe was Still using the concept of 111Jta11 
and the line exercises in her work. Her many large-scale 
paintings of flowers (e.g ., Black Iris, 1926), which immerse 
the viewer into the image through the technique of "close
up " presentation, do not involve highly realistic representa
tion. Instead, she abs1r.1c1s the line, 11{Jta11 and color of the 
subject and arranges them in a beautiful way. In this brief 
d iscussion of a few of O 'Keeffe 's works in which the 
influence of Dow 's theory and teaching is made obvious, we 
have seen evidence of his role in the development of a 
particular artist. Turning now 10 an evaluation of his role in 
the development of a major movement in the history of 
American an, American modernism. we shal l see that his 
impact was twofold. 

First, unlike most members of the American avan1-
garde , we have seen that Dow recognized the role of the 
public in the development of American an. Because of his 
belief in a universal clement in an, Dow sought to educate 
the American public. Although there is no way to measure 
his success in this area, if we recall his role as an educator, a 
reacher of teachers, and the popularity of his new method of 
reaching an , we can see that his efforts must have had some 
impact. Thousands of students in institutions ranging from 
primary and secondary schools to the tertiary level and 
specialized art academies were taught his method. This was 
a method which emphasized the abstract qualities of a 
subject: Jine, no1a11 and color. Therefore, even an individual 
who had no intention of pursuing an as a major interest. 
when confronted with the new type of an coming from the 
modernist movement. would be beuer able to approach it: 
he or she would not be looking for representation, but for 
abstract qualities arranged in a pleasing composition. 
Through Dow's method, even the relatively naive viewer 
wou ld be better prepared for the new, abstract an of 
American modernism. 

The second aspect of Dow's impact also evolved from 
the negation of representation and the emphasis on the 
abstract qualities of a subject, but when applied at a 
d ifferent level, that of creation. His theory allowed such 
talented minds as Alvin Coburn , Max Weber or Georgia 
O'Keeffe to escape the bonds of representation: it prompted 
them to emphasize new qualities in their subjects. 

Such artists as Dove and Kandinsky were moving 
toward abstraction in the early years of the twentieth century 
without the impetus of Dow's theory. Perhaps the step 10 
abstraction was inevitable and could well have taken place 
without the existence of Arthur \\Ilsley Dow: but the fact 
remains that this earnest and unassuming man developed a 
revolutionary theory and he did so very early, in the closing 
decade of the nineteenth century. He had the ability and the 
conscientiousness to construct a well-reasoned and under
standable theory. Furthem1ore, he promoted his theory by 
creating a method which implemented it as well as by 
teaching. writing and lecturing about it. This, combined 
with the fact that he recognized the role of the public in the 
development of an , makes Arthur \'ksley Dow a highly 
significant figure in both the advancement and the accep
tance of American modernism. 

University of Virginia 
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Figure 2, Arthur \¼sley Dow. ·'Examples of Compositions Consisting 
Only of Lines" from page 32 of 13th edition of Co111posirio11 . 

Figure 3. Arthur Wesley Dow, "Illustrations of the Concept of NlJta11 .. from page 73 of 
13th edition of Composi1io11 . 
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Figure 4, Georgia O'Keeffe, Blue lines. 1916 (Counesy of 
the Metropolitan Museum of An) 

14 

Figure 5, Georgia O'Keeffe. Abstraction IX, 1916 (Cour
tesy of the Metropolitan Museum of An) 



Figure 6, Georgia O'Keeffe,Road Past the View I, 1963 (Counesy of Georgia O'Keeffe, as found in Georgia o· Keefle, New 
York: Viking Press, 1976, Plate 104). 
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Vmcent van Gogh's Published Letters: 
Mythologizing the Modem Artist 

Margaret Fitzgerald 

Often the study of modem art entails an examination of 
the artist along with his works. This interpretive method 
involves the mythology of an a.rtistic temperament from 
which all creative output proceeds. Vincent van Gogh ·s 
dramatic life, individual painting style. and expressive 
correspondence easily lend themselves to such a myth
making process. This discussion bricHy outl ines the circum
stances surrounding tbe pubLication of van Gogh ·s let1ers in 
the 1890s io order to suggest that a critkal environment 
existed ready 10 receive the leucrs in a particular fashion. an 
environment that in tum produced an interpretation for the 
paintings. 

TI1roughou1 the 1890s. excerpts from van Gogh ·s 
leners 10 his brother Theo and 10 the symbolist painter 
Emile Bernard were published in the symbolist journal 
Mercure de France. 1 Bernard edited the letters and intro
duced them in a series of essays to promote van Gogh's art. 
Since the paintings had been taken to Holland after van 
Gogh ·s death. the excerpts became the primary and most 
accessible expressions of an artist whose work received 
linle auention during his lifetime. The pubLication of the 
correspondence did not establish the initial ties 10 the 
symbolist group, but the appearance in the journal did 
confirm an interpretation given to the painti ngs by two of 
van Gogh's earliest critics, Albert Aurier and Octave 
Mirbeau. This evaluation, along with that of Bernard, shall 
be examined to determine how they constructed a my
thology through which van Gogh ·s paintings came to be 
understood. 

Before beginning a discussion of the criticism which 
precedes and follows the publication of van Gogh's leners 
in the Mercure de France. this artist's position in the art 
world of 1890 must be established . Although Theo van 
Gogh worked as an art dealer at Goupil ·s, and exhibited 
Vincent's paintings on a regular basis at his home in Paris, 
the works were not well-known. The paintings had also 
been shown in at lcafit nine or ten exhibitions in Paris 
between 1887 and 1890,' yet, the response 10 these exhibi
tions seems 10 have been unsubstantial. 

Linle critical appraisal appears before Aurier's article 
of 1890. Occasional and brief mention of the paintings may 
be found in exhibition rcvicws.3 Attention is most often 
given 10 a crude technique, a feature that will reappear in 
much of the criticism of the 1890s. Herc technique is 
regarded as contributing to the subject mailer, but later it 
will be seen as referring 10 the artist. 

The general unawareness of van Gogh ·s paintings and 
1he summary treatment of the works when reviewed meant 
that in the highly fac1ionalized art world of the 1880s and 
1890s. a nonpartisan artist like van Gogh could be claimed 
by one of a number of competing groups. Consequently, 
although van Gogh exhibited his works primarily in gal
leries showing predominantly 1100-impressionist painting. 

he became associated with the symbolists. Neo-impres
sionism and symbolism had in common. above all. their 
existence as variations of impressionism. They might even 
be seen as attempting 10 improve imprc.~sionism by making 
it more scientific. on the one hand. and by stressing the 
universal Idea over the personal vision. on the other.• The 
first critics 10 write about van Gogh's art in any depth were 
symbolist writers. Once this association is made. the 
categorization persists in the criticism and forms the pre
dominant interpretation for van Gogh's art works . 

In the initial issue of the Mercure de France, a 
symbolist publication that made its debut in January 1890. 
Albert Aurier printed an article entitled ''The Isolated Ones: 
Vincent van Gogh ... , First in a seric.~ about isolated artists, 
and fonuirously limed, since some of Vincent's works were 
shown in the "Les XX.. exhibition which opened in 
Brussels the following month, the essay was also the first 
substantial treatment of van Gogh's paintings. It presented 
van Gogh unequivocally as a symbolist artist. and authority 
was lent 10 the interpretation by Aurier's well-established 
position as a symbolist writer. 

A brief summary of symbolist doctrine will demon
strate why van Gogh could be easily drawn into the 
symbolist camp. In 1886, Gustave Kahn defined symbolism 
in th is way: "The essential aim of our art is 10 objectify the 
subjective (the exteriorization of the idea), instead of 
subjectifying the objective (nature seen through a tempera
ment). "6 Central 10 this definition is the idea. which the 
symbolists viewed as coming primarily from within the 
artist , rather than in response 10 the external world. Al
though the vision is subjective, objectivity or universality 
would come about through the artist's technique. Thus, a 
symbolist interpretation of van Gogh's paintings, in an 
auempt to isolate and define his idea, would focus on his 
individual manner of painting. The pictorial language could 
be heightened or deformed so that the artist could more fully 
express either his temperament or his idea. In van Gogh's 
case, more often than not. cdticaJ djscussion of the paint• 
ings never passed beyond the identification of the distorted 
features. Rather, anention was centered upon the artist as 
individual, or as medium for the Idea. For some critics. the 
Idea and the artist's temperament merge, or become syn
onymous. 

It was van Gogh ·s particular situation. largely un
noticed and working in the south of France. as well as his 
individual painting style, that commanded Aurier's auen
tion. His acquaintance with the painter's work came in 
1888, when the writer met Emile Bernard , symbolist painter 
and Vincent's friend and correspondent. Bernard brought 
Aurier 10 Theo's apartment 10 see the paintings , and also 
related the details of van Gogh ·s life. showing him the 
sketches and letters that the painter had sent him from 
Aries. 
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In 1his article, however, Aurier chose no1 10 focus on 
biographical derails bul on 1he broader theme of the isola1cd 
artis1. Since van Gogh ·s works were known by few a1 this 
1ime, 1he painter could well exemplify 1he image of the 
anist wilhdrawn from socie1y. 11,e fact that Vincent worked 
in Aries. rather lhan Paris, subs1an1iated this. The implica
tion was 1hat such isola1ion allowed for, or brough1 abou1, 
the abilily 10 express one's lemperamenl lhrough the revela
tion of ideas lying beyond the appearance or surface of 
reali1y. Funhermore. the need for isola1ion sugges1ed tha1 
the society was one which the inlrospcctivc artist must 
escape. Isolating oneself from Paris, wilh i1s vying anistic 
factions, could also be seen as more conducive 10 the 
development of a personal or original vision, arising with• 
ou1 influence from these groups. and distam from the 
propagalion of a common anis1ic goal: ra1her. this vision 
would come abou1 naturally, from within the anis1. 

Thus the two main theme.~ of isolation (with its 
biblical/martyrial connotations) and artistic 1emperamen1 
were woven together throughout 1he essay. Aurier opened 
the article wi1h a shon verse followed by a longer prose 
poem, which demonstrated symbolist ideas bolh styl
istically. and 1hematically. Emphasized was the author's 
experience of the art works. indica1ed by an evoca1ive, free
flowing writing style. Aurier included many images of 
nature, but it was aJways nature in violent movement: 

. . . We find trees 1wis1ed like ba11ling gianls. 
proclaiming with the ge.~tures of their gnarled, 
menacing arms and with the tragic soaring of their 
green manes. an untameable power, 1he pride of 
1heir muscula1ure, their blood-warm sap, their 
eternal defiance of the hurricane. of lightning, of 
malevolent nature. 7 

Aurier used such imagery as a means of preparing the reader 
for a een1ral 1hesis: that 1he exireme or s1range appearance 
of the works came abou1 as 1he resuh of an exireme or 
unusual psychological state (hyperaesthelic). The effecl of 
this imagery of violence migh1 also be underslood to 
predispose 1he viewer to expec1 a cenain amoun1 of dis1or
tion. since presumably this was wha1 had caused Aurier's 
almost apocalyptic vision. The many images of fire. light. 
and precious stones, added to those of morion. conveyed an 
impression of an awe.~omc or sublime experience, both the 
artist •s and the viewer '.s. Later Auricr rcfcn-cd to Vincent as 
"a 1errible. saddened genius. often sublime. some1imes 
grolesque. always near the brink of the pa1hological. "8 

In Aurier's schema, the idea communicated by van 
Gogh was that he tnuhfully expressed his artislic tempera
menl, so 1ha1 bo1h 1he anis1 and his style were characteri,.ed 
by the same terms: exahed, intensive, powerful, brutal. 
Aurier could funher explain the strange appearance of these 
works by assening 1hat the formal elemen1s were merely 
expressive means or methods of symbolization, and that if 
the viewer did not admit this, the paintings would be 
incomprehensible. 

The 01her major cri1ical assessmem of van Gogh's an 
pre-daring the publication of the leners was an article 
wrinen in 1891 by 1he journalist and cri1ic Octave Mirbeau 
for L' £ch" de Paris. a liberal Parisian newspaper for which 
he was an editor.• The Romantic sources of Mirbeau 's 
interpretation were evident in such statements as: "It is not 
possible 10 forget his personality. whe1her it be direcled 
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lowards some scene from reality or towards an in1ernal 
vision. " 10 Mirbeau focused on the artist's personal vision, 
thereby espousing the Romantic no1ion of poetry expressed 
in William Hazlin 's 1818 essay enlitled "On Poetry in 
General, .. which de.~cribed poe1ry by analogy with bolh the 
mirror and the lamp, the lamp projec1ing the poet's own 
emotional light." So in1erpre1ed. van Gogh ·s pain1ings 
were seen to represent the artist's particular view of the 
world-his truth. as Aurier had posnila1ed. 

Written after Vincent ·s death. Mirbeau ·s article took 
the form, in pan, of an obituary. Unlike Au.rier, Mirbcau's 
ou1look was nonpan.isan and nowhere did he auempt 10 
place van Gogh in any of the various artistic divisions. 
Mirbeau ·s main thesis was 1hat style was de1ermined by 
temperament and personality, so he incorporated a recitation 
of the events of the artis1·s life and death in10 his argument. 

It is significant lhal allhough Mirbeau compared van 
Gogh ·s paintings wi1h others exhibi1ed ai 1he Ville de Paris, 
nowhere in the article did he ideniify the paimings. Nor did 
any reproductions accompany the essay. When Theo died 
six mon1hs after his brother's suicide, his widow Johanna 
moved 10 Holland, raking 1he pic1ure.~ wi1h her. The works 
were rarely seen in French exhibi1ions until several years 
later. when Johanna and Bernard sough! to bolsler Vincent's 
repu1a1ion. Therefore, what was disseminated in this early 
exposure was li1erary rather than visual and cs1ablished the 
prcdominanl critical method for analyzing van Gogh's art. 
The issues. i.e., individuality and original vision brough1 
about 1hrough isolation and response 10 idea ralher lhan 
external reality, had already been articula1ed by Aurier and 
Mirbeau. Later critics simply repealed 1hem. finding the 
evidence in the artist ·s leners as well as his paimings. 

Mirbcau's critical appraisal, like that of Aurier. in
cluded 1he wri1er·s highly cmo1ional experience of the 
paintings. lns1ead of describing those formal qualilies 
which provoked 1his experience. Mirbeau entered into an 
exposition of the artist's life. since Vincenl 's an and life 
were closely connected for this cri1ic. Just as Aurier had 
done before him, Mirbcau linked the paintings, which he 
too characterized as violent and excessive. to the artist. who 
was seen as embodying similar qualities. Funhermore, 
Mirbcau implied that this menial disturbance was a neces
sary condition for the creation of the paintings, and 1ha1 
within the paintings one could detect the mental disorder. 12 

Both wri1ers 1hus found meaning beyond the ac1ual 
painting. in the sincerity of the artist and his original vision. 
Since 1hey were more concerned wi1h individual 1ru1h. 
neither cri1ic deah directly with stylistic qualities like color. 
line, or brushstroke. Mirbcau instead described the various 
ways in which van Gogh saw nature, having equated wha1 is 
on the canvas with what the pain1er had acnially seen. The 
description was therefore of an anistic vision rather tl1an of 
the resultant paintings. 

To the my1h-making approach es1ablished by 1hese 
writers is added funher textual evidence in the anist's 
lcners. From 1893 through 1897. Bernard published extracts 
from Vincent ·s let1ers 10 him and to Theo in the Mercure de 
France. Since they were published in an an journal with a 
defined viewpoint, van Gogh's lcuers came to reprcscnl the 
expression of an anistic ide-0logy. Allhough 1hey were nol 
in1ended as such, 1he let1ers ac1ed as an affirmaiion of an 
artistic creed. Filled with opinions on the imponant aes• 
thetic issues of the day, the fellers also provided an 
interpretation for van Gogh ·s art. Thus, Vincent ·s wri1ings 



facil itated the viewer ·s response to pamtmgs which had 
previously been discussed, as has been seen. primarily in 
tem1s of the anist. Funhcrmore, this discourse was carried 
on largely by liternry critics. who came to equate the words 
and the paintings. 

The letters were transfonned by Bernard's editing, and 
assumed an aphoristic quality not intended in the original 
correspondence . Such differences could be detected by 
comparing the letters published in the journal with those in 
the unedited volume published by Ambroise \bllard in 1911 . 
Bernard omitted the greeting. thus separati ng the letters 
from their epistolary function. By cropping them into shon 
passages centering on one main idea, the letters became 
statements fonning an argument for an art treatise. The 
deletion of many portions detailing everyday concerns 
helped the writings transcend temporal boundaries. Also, 
ordered one after another in the journal. the discussions of 
technique and stylistic problems reinforced the notion that 
\(incent was concerned with these issues almos1 to the point 
of obsession. 

Bernard thus edited the letters to present van Gogh as a 
painter who worked from his own artistic vision, not from 
conventional rules. The long descriptions of nature con
fi rmed that the painter studied his chosen models closely. 
Oiscus.~ion of past and present anists proved his awareness 
of the problems inherent in the act and theory of painting, as 
did the accounts of his attempted solutions: but Bernard also 
wished to remove to some extent the casual, spontaneous. 
or informal tone of the letters because he was trying to 
establish a ccnain status for van Gogh. 

Bernard ·s intentions in publishing Vincent 's correspon
dence were made more explicit in his introductory ess.ays. 13 

There he equated the words and paintings in terms of their 
relation to their author. Bernard facilitated the viewer·s 
response 10 the visual images by assening tha1 "his letters 
were the most potent means. After having read them, one 
could not doubt his sincerity. his character. nor his orig
inality; there. pulsating with life, one would find the whole 
of him. ·• 14 

In this way. Bernard set fonh a model for the inter
pretation of both letters and paintings. Funhem1ore , his 
introductory essays functioned as prototypes for later crit
icism by quoting the letters in place of any substanti ve 
analysis of the paintings. Not only did Bernard quote the 
letters as evidence in a theoretical argument, but he used 
1he111 so that van Gogh cou ld explain his own an. 

Another dominant note in the introductions was the 
recurring account of van Gogh ·s life. Along with Aurier and 
Mirbeau. Bernard directed the reader 's attention to the 
painter rather than the paintings. Bernard gained additional 
legitimacy because he actually knew the anist. and related 
anecdotes of shared moments to lend greater authority to his 
:i.talements about Vincent ·s character. 

Later evaluations of van Gogh ·s an were guided by the 
two approaches presented by these writers- experiential. 
exemplified by Auricr. and myth-making , the stance taken 
by Mirbcau and Bernard . l\vo other essays that built onto 
this myth. wriuen by Adolphe van Bever and Marius and 
Ary Leblond, also recounted the events of the anist 's life as 
a means of understanding his temperament. For Aurier's 
experiential approach , the literary style of the criticism 
itself served as a metaphor for the experience of the 
paintings. The myth-making method , by contrast, shifted 
1his attention toward the artist ·s experience while in the act 

of painting. and therefore relied heavily on his correspon
dence. 

Literary critic Adolphe van Bever wrote his 1905 
aniclc in the symbolist journal /..a Plume in response to the 
van Gogh retrospective at the lndependent's Exhibition. " 
Titling his a~say "A Cursed Painter: Vincent van Gogh. " he 
opened with the statement: ·1'he destiny of the anist is 
sometimes inscribed on his work . " 16 His other major thesis 
was that van Gogh was a rebel, both in society and in 
painting. recalling Aurier 's designation of the artist as 
isolated . \\In Bever believed that this very rebelliousness 
led not only to the stylistic distonions in the paintings, but 
also to the painter's tragic end . From such a premise. the 
critic freely drew upon the events of the anist 's life and the 
published letters to substantiate his conclusions. He also 
included quotations from Bernard ·s introductions. and from 
Gauguin ·s account of the notorious car-slashing incident at 
Aries which was printed in the Mercure ,le Frtmce in 
1903. 17 All were used to confirm the image of the artist as 
an intense, disturbed individual. The more examples the 
critic discovered that demonstrated extremity in the anist ·s 
actions, the easier it became to explain extremity in the 
paintings. 

By the early twentieth century, then, the critical 
interpretation of van Gogh's art revolving around the issue 
of temperament, and substantiated by the letters, had 
become firrnly entrenched. ln 1908. some of van Gogh ·s 
paintings were exhibited at the On,et and Bernheim-Jeune 
Galleries in Paris. Among the commentaries on this exhibi
tion was that of the novelist brothers Marius and Ary 
Leblond , and this appraisal stands out since it mentioned 
specific paintings, contrary to the generalizing approach of 
most of van Gogh's cri tics. 18 Yet, even with the works 
before them, the Leblonds repeated the themes of earlier 
symbolist criticism, such as the associations with manyr
dom , delirium , and temperament. They placed heavy em
phasis on van Gogh's love for the sun, and quoted from the 
leuers frequently for confirmation. While acknowledging 
the artist ·s words regarding his relationship 10 nature, the 
Leblonds' critical framework was guided by the symbolist 
interpretation already created for the artist. The sun 
provoked the delirium which stimulated the creation of the 
paintings. Indeed, they wrote about the sun as being 
responsible, both Literally and metaphorically, for van 
Gogh's departure from realism. Like Mirbeau , Bernard, and 
van Bever, the Leblonds centered critical attention on the 
anist more than his works, assuming that the explication of 
one could also explain the other. 

Finally. an examination of the symbolist criticism of 
van Gogh ·s an demonstrates that Aurier 's most accurate 
judgment of the paintings may have been his assenion that 
they represented his love of nature and his own panicular 
tnoth. This truth was expressed in a fom1 that made linlc 
sense 10 the poets and literary critics who undcnook to 
evaluate it. To them, his letters and biography provided the 
key 10 the anistic temperament evident in the an works. 
Through the establishment and perpetuation of the myth of 
the anist as an isolated and frenzied genius. the paintings 
and correspondence of Vincent van Gogh were read and 
interpreted in a particular fashion. 

The creation of a critic.a.I framework inlo which a 
"deviant" anist like van Gogh could be made to fit has 
implications for much modem an and its criticism. A 
technique which is so idiosyncratically different that it 
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comes to be interpreted as being self-expressive means that 
the predominam criticaJ mode entails an examination of the 
creator. In van Gogh's case, the anist, his paintings. and his 
lc11ers have been inextricably linked, a fusion stemming 
indirectly from the works themselves , but more directly 
from the criticism of them. Ironically. van Gogh sought an 
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Hannah Hoch: A Familiar 
Struggle, A Unique Point of View 

Viki D. Thompson Wyltler 

Mos1 art his1orical discussions of the Berlin Dada 
movernenl (ca. 1918- 1922) have conjured visions of, 
among others , Johannes Baader. Wieland Herzfelde, John 
Heartfield, Richard Huelsenbeck, George Grosz, or Raoul 
Hausmann as 1hey sarcastically. enthusiastically, even 
wildly flou1cd the system. 1l1ey have been described as 
shocking and 1aun1ing lhe Berlin art world and its public 
in10 a new image of itself. The often favorable rccollcc1ions 
of 1hosc aggressive assaults on lhe complacencies of ac
cepted \\llstem tradition have created the impression of 
Berlin as an artistic battleground. The auempted destruction 
of 1raditional art has been seen as parallel and in reaction 10 
the unhealthy political climate in Berlin at the time: it has 
also been viewed as rcla1ed 10 lhe destruction of people and 
property during World \½Ir I. However, the Dada forces of 
anti-art have also been described as containing inherent 
hope. the desire to build a new ari upon the destruction of 
the old. 

Usually the composite picture of the Berlin Dadaists 
has been made to look like a loosely assembled but noble, 
well-meaning group of art guerillas achieving a kind of 
victory with male artists using demanding, confrontive. and 
aggressive 'masculine' tactics. In the pa..~t twenty-five years, 
however, tentative changes in that picture have surfaced. 

As a result of !he rise of feminist scholarship, attention 
has been focused on the all-bu1-forgo11en history of female 
artists. ' In particular !his emphasis has helped to tip the 
,cale in favor of a renewed assessmcn12 of the work, li fe, 
.rnd tactics of Hannah Hoch, tl1e female Berlin Dadaist,' an 
1rtis1 generally mentioned briefly and secondarily in most 
discussions of 1he period . The women 's movement has not 
been the sole catalys1 for !his growing interest in Hoch . 
Although it has been the mos1 recent influence, the late 
fifties and early sixties began a renewed and continuing' 
m1eres1 in Dadaism itself. Kenneth Couns-Smith reasoned 
in 1970 in his book Dada that review of 1his historical art 
movement was partially due to parallels in the political 
climate be1wecn the post World 'l½r I era (especially in 
Germany) and the intcmational situation in the mid-fifties 
after %rid War 11: Cou11s-Smi1h referred to .. ,he Korean 
War. the Bomb. and .. . Kruschev's revelations at the 20th 
Party Congress in 1956 . ... .. , The ari work of the 1imc 
from Rauschenburg, Cage. Tinguely. Klein, e l al., reflected 
the look backward,6 and so did art criticism. 

Edouard Roditi ·s interview with Hannah Hoch ap
peared in 1959 in Arts Ma&azine. Roditi 's motive was his 
intcres1 in the over-all Berlin Dada scene and 1he fact !hat 
Hoch owned a "unique collection of documents and relics 
of the heyday of 1he Berlin Dada movement. .. To him she 
•aJone seem[ed] to possess enough of this material to 
be able 10 look back on the whole movement objcc-
1ively .... ··7 Although Roditi ·s interest in Hoch 's work 
seemed subordinated, her sometimes surprising and candid 

remarks about her male Berlin Dadaist colleagues have 
nurtured a slowly deepening interest in her career, provid
ing 1he beginning of a somewhat different picture of some 
of the 01her Berl in Dadaists. Her own words coupled with a 
variously motivated bul rekindled interest in her artwork 
have resulted in the understanding that Hannah Hoch 
possessed a unique poin1 of view as the female voice and 
vision in this male-dominated movement. 8 

Joining 1he Dada movement in Berli n in 1918, Hoch 
had originally come 10 the city in 1912 at !he age of 23 to 
study art. Leaving her home town of Goth a, she had 
enrolled at the School of Aris and Crafts (Kunstgewer
beschule) and also had studied with lhe ar1is1 Emil Orlik. In 
1915 at age 26, she met Raoul Hausmann with whom she 
became involved personally and artistically for the next 
seven years. About the same time as the adoption of !he 
Dadaist program. apparently triggered by Huclsenbeck 's 
return to Berlin from the activities at the Cafe \-bltairc in 
Zurich, she, Raoul Hausmann, John Heartfield, George 
Grosz. and Johannes Baader began 10 experiment wilh and 
expand a new technique , photomontage .9 Hoch and 
Hausmann have separately given reminiscences of coming 
upon !he genesis for photomontage. the "military me
mento,··• • photographs done for the soldiers of the Prussian 
army in which the photographed heads of the soldiers were 
superimposed on a grandiose scene." In 1919 and 1920 
Hoch exhibited in the First Berlin Dada Exhibition and the 
First Dada International Fair (Figure I). 12 In 1922 the Berlin 
Dadaist panicipants began to degroup. During !his period 
Hoch not only broke from her relationship wilh Hausmann. 
but began "to try [her] hand at ·Mcr,bilder' ... , the san1c 
kind of collage as those of [her) friend Schwi11ers. " 13 

Appearances have sugges1ed lha1 Hannah Hoch fol
lowed Raoul Hausmann into tbe rebellious world of Dada, 
and citations like Rich1cr's off-hand reference to Hausmann 
as HOCh's mentor in Dadd, A11 tmd Anti-Ar1 1" have ex
tended into the twentieth century 1he now-familiar adage 
referred 10 in Greer's The Obstacle Race. Greer's observa
tion was that "women who made names for themselves as 
painters before the nine1cen1h century ... were related to 
belier-known male painters .... " 15 Although Greer was 
speaking predominantly of daugh1ers, the relationship occa
sionally extended to wives. even a sister-in-law, and cer
tainly to students of recognized masters. 16 As the nineteenth 
century approached, "love·· relationships between male and 
female artist~ began 10 replace the older associations. These 
new connections did or did not end in marriage. 17 Nev
ertheless , for women a traditional method of entry into the 
art world had apparently been established lhrough a male 
liaison and this in turn had and has affected lhe public 's 
view of 1he female ·s professional artistic activity as well. 
Examples of well-known art couples of the twentieth 
century have included Gabrielle Munter and \Vassily Kan-
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dinsky, Frieda Kahlo and Diego Rivera, Sophie Tauber and 
Hans Arp, Sonia Terk and Roben Delaunay, Lee Krasner 
and Jackson Pollock. 

Unlike several of che oeher women in these famous 
couple relationships, for inscancc Muncer or Krasner, who 
actually assisccd in the overshadowing process Chrough !heir 
own devotion co their husband's/lover's work and repuca
tions, Hoch did not; she continued in her relationship with 
Hausmann for only seven years. After leaving him, she 
never struck up such a relationship again. Her connections 
with other male colleagues seemed strictly friendship, her 
association with Schwiners a case in point. Hoch had come 
to Berlin alone, against her faeher 's objections, co attend art 
school. She may have played Che hostess role ac Hausmann 's 
soirees, according to Hans Richcer·s recollections, 1• but her 
ocher accions bespoke an indepcndenc spiric. In Che 1959 
interview with Roditi she complained, "Mose of our male 
colleagues concinued for a long while to look upon us 
[speaking also of Munter] as charming and gifted amateurs, 
denying us implicitly any real professional scacus. " 
However, she gave high marks co Schwitters and Hans Arp 
as "rare examples of the kind of anist who can really treat a 
woman as a colleague. " '9 Significantly. Hausmann was noc 
praised for this ability. 

These statements have seemed within a current context 
to sound a fenl inist note. Although in the interview she also 
frankly appraised her own more advanced development in 
1915 in comparison to Hausmann ("But Hausmann re
mained until 1916 a figurative Expressionist . . whereas I 
had already begun in 1915 co design and paint abstract 
compositions. . . ")20 and although she described Che 
Dadaist activity wich herself as a participant, not simply as a 
sideline supponer of Hausmann , she did not acknowledge 
here or later 21 any feminist inspiration for her independent 
behavior. lndireclly the incemational climace of the era may 
have affec-ted her decisions and work. 

The firsc two decades of the twentieth century brought 
great change for women in the Uniced States and Europe. 
Expec,tations concerning women's work and women's rights 
were in flux. Organized suffragistS on both sides of the 
Atlantic agitated for a new independent view of women: by 
1920 their politicism culminated in women achieving the 
right to vote in over twenty countries. World War I also 
brought new international women's organi1..ations into exiS• 
tence such as the Women ·s International League for Peace 
and Preedom which met in Zurich in 1919. As Hoch herself 
intriguingly revealed , tl1c Dadaists were "in close sympathy 
with ocher pacifists . "22 A study by Mary Roth w.tlsh 
concerning women 's entry into the medical profession in Che 
United States has shown Chat women ·s non-traditional 
pursuits have been affected and enhanced during periods of 
greatest unified agitation whether or not individual women 
have aligned Chcmselvcs with or espoused consciously the 
ideas of the movement." 

Significantly, international communism sought female 
suppon through the adoption of a pla1forn1 of equality 
between the sexes. Various women's conferences, soviets, 
and assoned meetings were organized. In 1913 Lenin 
suggested the establishment of the magazine The Woman 
U'i',rker (Rabotnitsa) for which his sister became the editor. 
Krupskaya. Lenin's wife, played an active role within the 
pany and in 1917 after the October Revolution , Alexandra 
Kollontai, a long-time and well-known agi tator for 
women's rights within conununist circles, took a high-
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ranking government pos1t1on. albeit assuming what now 
seems a role connected with the traditional women's sphere, 
Commissar of Social \¼!I fare; in addition, Che Berlin 
Dadaists openly sided witl1 the Communist party, were e,•en 
known as "Cultural Bolshevists. "24 

Several Berlin Dadaists, John Heartfield. Wieland 
Herzfelde, and George Grosz, joined the Communist pany, 
John Heanfield receiving honors from East Germany after 
Y.brld \¼r II. Alehough Hcrzfelde and Hcartfield were the 
only two who remained communists, the first Dada exhibi
tion in 1919 cenainly identified the Berl in Dadaist move
ment as such . They exhibited "subversive slogans" like 
"Dada stands on the side of the revolutionary Proletariat " or 
"Dada is the voluntary desc.ruction of the bourgeois world of 
ideas. "25 

In Prance in 1906 these years of female upheaval and 
progress also produced a Recrospective Exposition of 
Female An about which an anicle was printed in 1he 
Gazette des 8 ea11x Am in 1908. As Greer pointed out in The 
Obswc/e Race. this exhibit d id not suddenly create a 
widespread uneanhing and knowledge of Che history of 
women's an,2• but ic cenainly would have added 10 the 
general societal factors of the time perhaps contributing 10 
the attitude of Hannah Hoch. and to the slowly growing 
acceptance of and expectation that a female could be an 
artist in her own right. In Chis vein. Hoch created collages 
using ·•women's" materials, sewing items, lace, pho
tographs from fashion magazines, for instance Tailor's 
Flower (Sclmeiderblume). 1920. as well as works fully 
exploring the psychology of a woman's position within 
\¼:stem culture, among others, Dada-Dance (Dada-Ta11:). 
1919- 21, 8011rgeois Wedding. 1920, La Mere. 1925. With 
these works she added to 1he new atmosphere and to the 
nascent definition of a female point of view in art . 

Yet Hoch would have been as susceptible as any female 
artist then or now to the overwhelmingly dominant role 
given 10 men in art history. Greer's s1atcmen1 about women 
anists in general would have cenainly applied. "The an she 
is attracted to is the anistic expression of men: given the 
. .. orientation of an history she is not likely to have seen 
much women's work and less likely to have re,~ponded to 
it. "27 Under the circumstances, Hoch would have "nacu
rally" joined a group of arcists whether living with 
Hausmann or not. The group was male as were most artists. 
That Hoch, upon leaving Hausmann, continued co work 
and associated with Schwiners and lacer the De Stijl group 
in Holland wiehout a romancic relationship with any of these 
men would attest to her career involvement. 

Within this group of male Dadaiscs, Hoch apparently 
struggled to overcome the prevailing attitudes of her col
leagues, 10 make her own imprint. In the interview in 1959 
she told Roditi, "Thiny years ago, it was not very easy fora 
woman 10 impose herself as a modem anist in Gennany . .. ,. 
She, as already mentioned, also spoke of these colleagues· 
view of her as an amateur, Schwitters and Arp given as 
notable exceptions. Hans Richter, a more peripheral figure 
of Che Berlin Dada group (usually considered part of 1he 
Zurich group) unintentionally supponed Hoch ·s charges by 
giving a description of her and her work in his book. Dada. 
Art and Anti-Art. 

But how did Hannah Hoech, a quiet girl from 
Che liule town of Gotha, a model Orlik pupil, 
come co be involved in the decidedly 1111quiec 



Berlin Dada movement? At the firs t Dada shows 
in Berlin she only contributed collages. Her tiny 
voice would only have been drowned by the roars 
of her masculine colleagues. But when she came 
10 preside over gatherings in Hausmann 's studio 
she quickly made herself indispensable, both for 
the sharp contrast between her slightly nun-like 
grace and the heavyweight challenge presented by 
her mentor. and for the sandwiches, beer and 
coffee she managed somehow to conjure up 
despite the shonage of money. 

On such evenings she was able to make her 
small. precise voice heard. When Hausmann 
proclaimed the doctrine of anti-an . she spoke up 
for an and for Hannah Hoech. A good girl. 

Her collages were sometimes political (every
one was in the line of baule), sometimes docu
mentary (she put all the Berlin Dadaists and their 
friends , in significant altitudes, into an immense 
collage which is now in the Dahlem An Gallery, 
Berlin), sometimes lyrical (little girl that she 
was). At exhibitions and readings she would tum 
up and the earnestness of her nature would lend 
weight to her tiny voice .29 

Fonunately this loaded description has given enough 
information that the perceptive reader could decipher a 
more objective and realistic view of the "good girl." 
Hannah, and her work. For instance, as stated, Hoch 
contributed "only collages" to the exhibition, but in reality 
collage was an avant-garde experimental an form undergo
ing development at the time. Picasso, the first 10 use collage 
in Still Life with Chair Caning bad made his tentative 
beginnings in 1912 only seven years before the first Berlin 
Dada exhibit. A quick look at some examples of her oeuvre 
from this era- Dada Dance, 1919-21, Tailor's Flower, 
1920, Da-Dtmdy, 1919, Collage. 1920, The Pre11y Young 
Wo111a11 (Das Schone Madchen), 1920, Dada-Ernst, L920-
have shown that her effons in this new an fonnat had not 
only reached a high stage of development but that she had 
whole-heanedly embraced an even newer medium, photo
montage. One of her works shown at the first Berlin Dada 
Exhibition, Cur with a Kitchen Knife, was a rather large 
'44¼" x 35¼") and complex example of a political 
photomontage . Seen in a photograph of that exhibition, this 
work was larger than most hung near it, only one or two 
others approximating its size; of the fifteen works shown in 
whole or in pan in the photograph, all seemed to have been 
examples of collage/photomontage. 

Such work would also emphasize Richter 's statement 
that her collages were sometimes political , actually a rather 
defiant product for a "good girl" 10 have produced in the 
repressive political ahllosphere of Berlin. In a later para
graph, Richter pointed our her joint responsibility for 
creating and hanging from the ceiling of the 1920 First 
International Dada Fair a blatantly defiant effigy, a stuffed 
Gennan officer's suit topped off with a pig's head and 
labeled with the words , "Hanged by the Revolution. "30 

Most imponanrly Hoch seemed 10 have felt secure 
enough to follow her own bent even if it did not adhere 
strictly to the Dadaist program. that is, as Richter said, 
having made some work "more lyrical." Underlying 
Richter·s value judgment was a semi-conscious reference to 
feminine or female clements in her work since " lyrical " and 

"little girl" became equivalent factors in his statement. A 
collage completed in 1920 at the height of Berlin Dada 
political satirism and hi-jinks was Titilor's Flower (Figure 
2)31 an affirmation of the power of the everyday concerns 
with which many women of the era were involved. Using 
cut-out clothing pattern marks , cloth, zippers. snaps, and 
fasteners she dared 10 make the items from women 's 
common pursuits the subject and elements of a fine an 
experience. In the very center of the composition she placed 
the cut-our image of a flower, a common symbol of 
femininity. Richter's observation that "when Hausmann 
proclaimed the doctrine of anti-an, she spoke up for an and 
for Hannah Hoch" would be amply supponed by such work 
as Tailor's Flower. Though the materials might have been 
considered anti-an, the intent and message were fonhrightly 
positive. 

Also implied in this pro-an statement was Hannah's 
understanding of the optimism contained in tl1e nihilist 
works and acts of Berlin Dada. Accordingly her penetrating 
focus on human relationships and psychology in such works 
as Bourgeois Wedding, a watercolor from 1920, and slightly 
later works like The Coq11e11e (Die Koke11e). a collage from 
1923, or 7ivo Heads (Zwei Kopfe), an oil painting from 
1926, not only worked as exposes of problems in human 
communication but in so doing obviously asked for solu
tions. The "earnestness" of this work, like the "earnestness 
of her nature" supersede Richter's description of a "tiny 
voice. " Within this prejudiced environment that the voice 
was heard. no matter how patronizingly described, con
noted real strength. 

According to Hoch ·s IC-~timony (Roditi interview) she 
seemed to have had enough strength for two. for herself and 
for Hausmann: "Poor Raoul was always a restless spirit. He 
needed constant encouragement in order to be able to carry 
out his ideas and achieve anything at all lasting. If I hadn ·1 
devoted much of my time 10 looking after him and encour
aging him, I might have achieved more myself. Ever since 
we paned, Hausmann has found it very difficult to create or 
impose himself as an anist. ... "32 

These statements have called into question the familiar 
view of the psychology and motivations of this leader of the 
aggressive Berlin Dada pack while adding considerable 
speculation to the imponance of her position within the 
group. The situation and its implications seemed to be 
expressed in a 1926 Hoch phoromontage Vagabond (Vag
bunde11). Figure 3. In this work she placed two unusual 
figures walking forward down a road, a female figure in the 
foreground, head turned in profile to look back at a male 
ligurc, a vagabond, whom she is leading and whose hand 
she holds. Hoch placed the male ·s head in a three-quaner 
view 10 the side, smiling. dawdling. seeming to hold the 
female figure back. Within the composition, the female's 
head emerged as the dominant fomi. large, watchful, and 
serious, with one oversized eye looking straight ahead 
though the other, unseen, must be keeping iL~ ga1.e on her 
companion . Clearly Hoch saw the female figure as the 
leader in this ponrayed relationship, her intellectual power 
and vision enough to take both figures forward. Yet, 
curiously, the male is still the focus of the title. 

These observations on the Hoch/Hausmann rela
tionship have also provided an interesting context for the 
claims by Raoul Hausmann that he, and he alone, dis
covered/invented the photomonragc technique. Writing 
about the experience he eagerly quashed rivals to that claim. 
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.. Bui ii was on 1he occasion of a visil 10 the 
Bailie seacoas1, on 1he island of Usedom, in the 
li1tle village of Heidebrink, 1hat I conceived the 
idea of pho1omontage. On lhe wall of almos1 
every house was a colored lilhograph depic1ing 
lhe image of a grenadier agains1 a background of 
barracks. To make 1his mili1ary memen10 more 
personal, a photographic portrail of a soldier had 
been used in place of the head. This was like a 
stroke of lightning, one could-I saw ii in
stan1ly-make 1x1i111i11gs entirely composed of 
cu1-ou1 pho1ographs. On re1uming 10 Berlin in 
September, I began 10 realize 1his new vision by 
using pho1os from magazines and the movies. 
Captured by a renovating zeal, I also needed a 
name for this technique. and in general agreement 
with George Grosz, John Hcartfield, Johannes 
Baader, and Hannah Hoch , we decided 10 call 
these works photomontages . ... 

Such is the history of the discovery of photo
montage; Johannes Baader and Hannah Hoch, in 
particular, employed and popularized lhe new 
technique; Grosz and Heartfield, too 1aken with 
their caricaturis1ic ideas, remained faithful to 
collage un1il 1920_33 

Hausmann considered (and they have also been given 
credit by art hislorians) his rivals to the invention of 
photomontage to be Grosz and Heartfield; perhaps he also 
considered Hoch or Baader as possible rivals. 

Richter reponed in Dada, Arr a11d Ami-Art tha1 Hoch 
had also told him lhe story, that she traveled with Hausmann 
on the holiday described, though Hausmann in his version 
neglec1ed to men1ion 1hat Hannah accompanied him. In her 
version, inspiration for the discovery tha1 struck like light
ning hung "on 1he wall in front of !heir bed."" Thus 
recently some art hislorians have voiced lhe belief 1hat she 
co-discovered/inven1ed pho1omon1age." She con1inued to 
use pho1omontage for the rest of her life, and also con1inued 
10 pain!. 

During the Berl in Dada days Hausmann, "the restless 
spiril. " devo1ed himself to a wide range of activity includ
ing publishing (several Dada journals), literature (sound 
poetry), Dada evcn1s (somewha1 like 1he '60s 'happenings'), 
and 1he visual ans (mainly collage, some assemblage. 
pho1omon1age). Following the demise of his relationship 
with Hoch he narrowed his focus to poetry and photogra
phy. In the visual arts a prototypical Hausmann work would 
da1e from the Dada era and migh1 be a piece like Gurk. a 
collage from 1918- 19, a male head constructed of glued 
newspaper pieces, or [,' Esprir de Noire Temps. an as
semblage from about 1921, a male dummy head with 
incongn,ous objects auached including a ruler, a wallc1, and 
a collapsible drinking cup. Both heads, though one is two
and lhe other is three-dimensional, had fea1ures in common. 
In bolh Hausmann emphasized geometric elements, straigh1 
lines, angles. The impression crea1ed was one of attack. In 
Gurk, some angles of cu1-ou1 newsprint were slashed across 
cheeks and forehead appearing aggressively applied ralher 
than as elemems used to build fom1. In lhe assemblage 1he 
juning object~ appeared clamped to 1he dummy's head 
giving the same impression. in this case resulting in a sense 
of discomfon and developing a tension from 1he incongrui1y 
of 1he placid, lifeless exprcs.~ion on the face and lhe overall 
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feeling crea1ed. The underlying message in both was 
primarily judgmental expressed by Hausmann 's rather vio
lently imposed experimen1ation with materials and arrange
ment, in tum expressing his opinion about an and 1he 
socie1y. 

From the Dada era 1ypical works for Hoch have 
included the photomontages Dada-Da11ce, 1919- 21, Figure 
4, andThePreuy Yo1111g Woman. 1920, Figure 5. ln contrast 
10 Hausmann's work, Hoch's primary figures were female 
but affec1ed by male elemen1s. In Datla-Da11ce 1he fashion
able female figure on the lef1 was topped by a very small 
male-looking Negroid head with screwed facial features. In 
The Prerry You11g Woma11 machine parts generally associated 
wi1h male culture predominated. A large hand with a 
dangling wa1ch was posi1ioned to the side. Although some 
of her work like New York, done about 1922, was given an 
undeviating rectilinear quality, more typical were the often 
predominantly curvilinear works in contrast to Hausmann 's 
compositions. In The Prelfy Yo1111g Woman the roundness of 
the watch and wheel, BMW emblems, body and gear pans 
overwhelmed 1he photomontage. The ou1line of 1he ligh1 
bulb and the sweeping organic curves of 1he woman's gian1 
coiffure were made focal. In Dada-Da11ce lhe falling and 
draping malerial folds of the women's fashions were re
peated in lhe machine-made curve of objects on which their 
very large, eleganlly-clad feel were placed (or on which 
they danced). These stn,ctural lines were mean! to pull lhe 
viewer in10 the composi1ion and into lhe underlying psycho
logical realities of lhe world !hey described. Thus 1he 
viewer was no1 meant to be shocked due to the violence of 
the anis1 's trea1ment/opinion bu1 shocked by his/her own 
unders1anding due 10 Hoch 's revelations via her atypical 
means. 

Besides being inlended as poli1ical. an1i-indus1rial/ 
an1i-bourgeois s1a1ements, lhese 1wo works by Hoch were 
indicative of her point of view as a female, her knowledge 
of 1he condi1ions and psychological currents wi1hin lha1 half 
of culture that is female. They in pan expressed an insider's 
ambivalence. the auraction and repulsion often inherenl 
wi1hin 1he trappings of female culture. Ln Dada-Dance nol 
only the formal compositional lines but lhe subject matter 
were intended 10 initially aurac1. The beautiful feel and legs 
were meant 10 be noticed firs1, !hen lhe svelte fa~hion lines 
of the figure on 1he lef1, or the 1an1alizing ruffles and lush 
and folded fabric of the lifted skin of the figure on 1he righ1. 
Secondarily the 1wis1ings and sirange size relations of body 
pans revealed 1hcm as defonna1ions from nanire. The 
pulled and out-of-focus head of lhe righ1 figure was placed 
emerging lhrough the fluff of COSIUJne, lhe head of lhe lcfl 
female figure, very small, Negroid, male-looking, con
toned in anger, disgust. even pain. emerging as focal. 
Dada-Dtmce, in Hoch 's hands, becan1e in part an unveiling 
of the realities of female fashion and indica1ive of ii, 
imponance in female hehavior and pos1uring. 

In The Prerry Yo1111g Woman Hoch exhibi1ed similar 
concerns. Here a beautiful head of hair lopped a dark space. 
Placed 10 ligh1 the space was a bulb s1rategically held in the 
young woman's lef1 hand. The lever, gears. wheel, and 
BMW emblems collaged around her per1 figure were used 10 
show her as pan of a machine only se1 to activate or ligh1-up 
al the turn of the lever. In addition 1he watch dangling to 1he 
side seemed in1ended to carry several rela1ed messages. Not 
only was 1his woman/machine 1imed 10 activate/1hink wilh 
1he tum of the lever but lime ·s passage would also cenainly 



change the status and appearance of this young woman. 
She, like a BMW. could wear out, could be j unked . Hoch 
not onJy turned a woman into a machine , just as machines, 
especially vehicles, have been frequently referred 10 an
thropomorphically as female. but unveiled the dangers for 
women in that line of thinking. 

Hoch continued in other works to deal with issues from 
the female perspective. Examples included Bourgeois Hi-d
ding, a 1920 watercolor. Within a cubistically askew city 
scape of church and house facades, she set the bride and 
groom. the bride presented as a larger-than-the-groom 
tailor's dummy. From the roots of her Berlin Dada days she 
continued to pursue the theme. In 1926 she painted 7ivo 
Heads in which a male and a female automaton face each 
other. their gazes not meeting. Their rig id positions were 
expressed also by the shapes which formed their mouths, 
his rounded. abstract, hers in the shape of a newborn. ln 
1930 she produced a terrifying psychological ponrait in 
Young German Woman (Demches Madchen), Figure 6, by 
disregarding everything but the strangely assembled face. 

A truly instructive example in this vein emerged in 
1925 with the photomontage la Mere, Figure 7. In retro
,pect the difference in her point of view was also heightened 
by John Hean field's treatment of the identical photograph in 
l;f()//ters, l et Your Sons lfre done five years later in 1930.36 

Unlike Hoch. Heartfield directed the viewer past the 
mother's photograph to the dead son where his sympathies 
obviously lay. In Hoch 's work the focus was placed directly 
on the mother's face, her photomontage technique used 10 
reveal strain, wear, inflicted craziness, suffering, whjle 
balancing a sustained feeling of compassion. unpreten
tiousness. calm endurance, a sense of home. In her treat
ment the perceived older ginh and slump of the shown 
upper ponion of the mother's body, the droop of her breasts, 
were used 10 give the impression this face had changed with 

I Thc.,c well-known books :unong others have tackled 1his issue: Ger
mafae Greer. Tiu! Obstacle Ra<"e. Thr Fommrs of HW114!'11 Pnimrrs and 
nieir HWk (New York: f armr. Slraus. Giroux, 1979): Ann Sutherland 
Harris atid Linda Nochlin, lfV','nen Artis,s: l550-/9JO (New "t'oft.: 
Alfred A. Knopf. 1976). 

2 John Gruen . .. Far from Last Judgments or Who's 0\'CIT3tcd Now? and 
Underrated.·· Ari News 16 (November 1977): 106-120. 

3 FOT mcn1ion or anoLhcr woman. Dce1jcn. conllCCled wiLh the Berlin 
Dada.is.is. sec Edouard Roditi. "lnter\'icw with Hannah HOCh." Arts 
Ma.~n:.int- 34 (Oeccmber 1959): 27. 

4 Lu~~)' R. Lippard ... Dada in Berlin: Uofonunately S1ill 1imcly. ··An;,, 
AmlliNJ 66 (March J978): 107- 111. 
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1 Roditi, p. 26. 

8 Lippard. p. 110. 

9 Raoul Hausmann . .. New Pain1ing and Phoco Montage ... Onda.f on Ar,, 
ed. Lucy R. 1..ippard (Englewood Cliffs: Prc-nricc Hall. 1971). p. 61. 

10 113iul>mann. p. 61. 

time, keeping, however, in spite of time ·s imposed age-old 
or old-age mask. one beautiful original eye and the original 
mouth, their look and feel imbuing the mother with her 
continuing ability 10 sec and talk reality but informed with 
her life ·s experience. In the end, Heanfield's view was from 
the male perspective, i1s emphasis not only on a call for 
mothers· action but in a way the blaming of mothers for war 
and their sons' dea1hs. Hoch ·s view was an intense and 
revealing psychological exploration of the world of moth
erhood. an understanding by someone with the potential 10 
be a 1i101her herself. 

The concerns of Hoch 's Dadaist work have continued 
as contemporary concerns, high among them, of course, the 
implicit concern for the role and values of women, of the 
female anist. Her struggle to assen her own integrity and 
view within a group of male anists has now transferred 10 
the an historical process . ln a 1977 John Gruen survey and 
article for An News titled "Far from the Last Judgmenls or 
Who's Overrated Now? and Underrated ... Hannah Hoch 
was "nominated for stardom "37 by the an critic for 7ime 
magazine as well as the Director of Drawings at the 
Museum of Modern Art. Ann Sutherland Harris in her 
posi1ion as Chair for Academic Affairs at the Metropolitan 
Museum of An suggested in the same article a continuing 
problem in j udgmental calls within art historical circles, 
writing .. . most male anists of the past 75 )<ears have 
been overrated because most of their female contemporaries 
have been underrated . .. ,. 

However, these recent comments and cri ticaJ re-eval
uations have also underscored the beginnings of a reassess
ment. the pushing of the female viewpoint toward the 
mainstream. When that process has been completed, per
haps Hoch 's unique point of view within the Berlin Dadaist 
camp will have received the proper recognition. 

Florida State University 

11 From her point of view, see Roditi. 26 al'ld H.ans Richtc-r. f'>t,da, An n111.J 
Allli•Af1 (New Y0rk: McGraw-Hill. 1965), p. 117. For his poinl of view 
:ice. Hausmann. p. 61. 

12 The dalt.S for lhc.~ 1wo cxhibi1ions aod their contents have been 
variously gi\'en in the literature. the 1919 exhibition seemingly rnis-
1al:.en for the 1920exhibition or vice versa. For ex.ample Lippud cited a 
communill banner on display al the 1920 exhibition while i{odiri (and 
HOCh) placed the slogan on lhe banner al the 1919 exhibition. Although 
the possibility e.xi.st~ that many of the same works were exhibited al 
both 1imes. if so 1his has not bceti made clear. 

13 Rodi1i. p. 27. 

14 Richter. p. 132. 

15 Greer. p. 12. 

16 Creer. pp. 12- 35. Also the mooograms on Marie Guilleme Benoist. 
Consrn.ncc Charpentier, Marguerite Gerard. Jeanne Philibcnc Ledoux. 
and Judith Leyster by I-Ian-is aod Nochlin arc instructive as examples. 

17 Greer, pp. 36-67. 

18 Richter, p. 132. 

19 Roclili. p. 29. 

20 Rodi1i. p. 24 . 
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21 Harrii :11nd NoehUn, p. 308. N()('hlin. "ho "rote lhe Hoch monogram. 
cited the c:11:alog from a 1976 exhibition or HOCh ·s wort that was 
unavailable to me: PMis. Musle d"Art Modeme, and &rhn, Na• 
1ionalgalcrie. Ha,1nah HOeh, <·ollagt•s. pti11t11rc-s. <u1110,~lln. 
11m1t1rhc·~. tlr:,'iiti)'. However. nlso in Lhc Roditi interview. feminism 
was n¢v¢r mcntiOned. 

22 Rodi1i. 1>. 26. 

23 Mary Roth \\!ii.sh. D« t(lf'S Hflnt<"d. No lf()rm("n Nrt1I AptNy ( New 
H3\'trt: )!JJe Uni\ersity Pras, 1977). Although lhe entire ~tudy makes 
thi.s point. tracing I.be: roles and probkms of aspiring women doctOOs in 
the U.S. from lhe c.:olonial period to the prescnl. the l:t>t two ch:.ptcrs, 
.. Whut \¼!nt \\\'oog?" and "\Viii Hi810[)' Repeat lt;;elf'?" diM.-'USS this 
issue dircctly. 

24 Rodi1i, p. 24. 

25 Roditi, p. 26. 

26 Greet, pp. 1- 2. 

27 Orce-r. 1>. 32.5. 
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Die Kunst ist tot 
Es lebe die neue 
l'ttaschinenkunst 

TATLI~ S 

Figure I, Hanna Hoch and Raoul Hausmann al 1hc Firs1 Berlin Dada Exhibi1ion, 1919 (Rodi1i. p. 25; op. cit. n. 3). 
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Figure 2, Hannah Hoch, Tailor's Flower. 
Nocblin, p. 306; op. ci1. n. I). 
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Figure 3, Hanna Hoch. Vagabond, 1926 (Ades, Dawn. 
Dadaism 1111d Surrealism Reviewed. Arts Council of Great 
Britain, 1978, p. 100). 
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Figure 4, Hannah Hoch , Dada Dance, 1922 (Coutts-Smith. 
p. 92; op. cit. n. 5). 



Figure 5. Hannah Hoch. Preuy Young Woman. 1920 (Lip
pard. p. 107; op. cir. n. 4). 

I 
Figure 7. Hannah Hoch. lA Mere. ca. 1925 (Hoeltcrhoff, p. 
()(): 0//, cil. n. 36). 

Figure 6, Hannah Hoch. Young German Woman , 1930 
(Ncidcl. Heinz. "Welstadtsinfonie." Du 5 (1984): 92. p. 
92). 
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The Early Work of Miriam Schapiro: 
The Beginnings of Reconciliation bet\veen the Artist and the Woman1 

Katherine M. Duncan 

Miriam Schapiro has been a prime motivating force in 
the feminist art movement which developed during the 
seventies. Her collages from these )'ears are filled with 
domestic imagery through which she states her concern for 
women. She has also lent validity to the decorative art 
movement through the revival of patterning and decoration. 

As Thalia Gouma-Peterson demonstrated in a 1980 
exhibition catalogue. Schapiro did not arrive at her purpose 
in the art world without great personal struggle.' During the 
fifties she worked in the mainstream mode of abstract 
expressionism. Her role as a woman and artist in the an 
,ociely of New York. a society which seemed almost totally 
dominated by men, was in the beginning unclear. During 
this era. she sensed that her an was not genuine. and this led 
to a crisis in her work. From that point. painful though it 
was, she began a slow road toward discovering valid 
personal expression . The expressions which she uncovered 
turned out to be more authentic for her and therefore much 
more powerful. Schapiro ·s early works were a bridge 10 
new awareness and confidence. In the book Worki11g it 0111. 
she expressed her feelings about this struggle: ··1 needed. 
more than ever. to be a special. different. o riginal artist. 10 
have my art represent me in a clear and unmistakable way, 
so 1ha1 I wouldn ·1 have to bother with social identity. My art 
alone would reveal me to the world and to myself. .. , 

Schapiro testified 10 this searching process and even
tual self-assenion which becomes apparent when her early 
work is examined . Her personal statements help to clarify 
the translation of strife into meaning. Stylistically. these 
paintings reHected mainstream tendencies and her geo
graphical location. but more important for present consid
eration is the manner in which she developed a personal 
iconography while absorbing various modes. 

Schapiro's later strength as a feminist leader in the art 
world may be more easily understood after examining her 
early development. She was surrounded by a social milieu 
which caused her to closely examine her place as a woman 
artist. Due to her feelings of alienation, she was forced to 
cast aside what she felt society expected of her and come to 
her own conclusions. The essence of what Schapiro fought 
for in her ·•personal struggle'" was self-acceptance and 
n,ali1.ation of her own value. The discrimination which she 
perceived spurred her to take risks. and therefore to grow. If 
she had felt total acceptance and had fell comfortable in the 
art world this may have never happened. An extreme point 
of crisis and psychological pain-when she found she no 
longer knew how to work-was possibly one of her most 
strengthening experiences; since she had nothing left 10 
lose, she abandoned her preconceptions of what she as a 
\\Oman and artist should represent 10 people. and dis
covered a more integrated person and mode of anistie 
expression . 

Schapiro and her husband. Paul Brach, moved from 

Columbia. Missouri. 10 New York City in 1952. Schapiro 
helped to suppon them by working tlm.-e jobs as teacher, 
bookstore clerk, and secretary. They developed a circle of 
friends in the city, among them neighbors Joan Mitchell and 
Phill ip Gus1on. They shared camaraderie with the loose 
group of abstract expressionists which met regularly to 
discuss painti ng at the Club or Cedar Street Thvem.• 

Schapiro said she .. began making abstract expres
sionist paintings .. during that time and became "visible·· as 
an artist.• It is apparent from her thoughts about this period 
1ha1 she had not yet developed an independent and authentic 
personal style. but was instead foIJowing suit. She noted 
1ha1 she .. loved New York. was comfortable painting in the 
dominant abstract expressionist style. had splendid compan
ionship .. . [but) was nonetheless unhappy and fearful.·· 
Later she realized that she was a .. token woman" in a male
oriented world. She was often the only woman to exhibit in 
shows, and was aware that her work .. seemed so different as 
10 be peripheral. ·•• 

In an interview of 1984. Schapiro acknowledged 1ha1 
despite her unease, she was not aware of her tokenism at the 
time. 7 Many of her ··unhappy and fearful"" feelings of the 
period were no doubt influenced by more factors than her 
minority starus as a woman in the art world of New York . II 
must also be considered that she was still a young anis1 of 
twenty-nine when she and Brach moved to New York. 
Feelings of insecurity and fear can stem from lack of 
experience. She testified 1ha1 she .. lived at a very competi
tive period .. and .. was very commiued,. 10 herself. 8 There 
were considerably fewer women on the scene. but lack of 
representation was so embedded in the system that she was 
not even conscious of it: 

If I got into [a show] and no one else did . and 
there were no women, it jus1 occurred to me that I 
was lucky 10 get in . that the competition was 
working, or something like that. and those were 
very uncomfortable feelings. I had no altema1ive: 
I didn ·1 know that there could be another ,vay. 9 

Perhaps one of the reasons that Schapiro fell she was ··Iucky 
to get in·· and experienced ··uncomfortable feelings .. of 
being unworthy of acceptance was that she realized that her 
work was an aucmpt 10 confortn. 

In a small oil of 1952 (Figure I), Schapiro's stylistic 
uncertainty is illustrated by her exploration of a traditional 
theme (flowers in a vase) in a quasi-abstract expressionist 
manner. Her hesitation may also be observed in Fi!tes 
Chnmpetres of 1953 (Figure 2) which clings to the represen
tational figure without the fluent integration of form usually 
found in abstract expressionist paintings. In theme and 
composition she referred 10 Giorgione and Manet. •• One 
may detect a yearning for definite fonn and connection with 
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rradirion despire her basic abstract expre:.sionisr rcchnique 
and .. expendirure of energy ... ,, 

Betw llmd a11d Ple111y of 1957 (Figure 3) moved more 
in rhe direction of absrraction in the pure sense. but still 
mainrained an essence of underlying. three-dimensional 
form. In Fa11fare of 1958 (Figure 4), rhc forms evolved inro 
planar elements. interlocking into a more successful and 
coherent whole. Herc one is satisfied with the painting as an 
enjoyable abstraction, without feeling the impetus 10 search 
for representational connections. The loose "squiggles" of 
Beast I.mu/ mu/ Ple11ty have coalesced into an expressive 
field which nears auronomy. yet an overall abs1rac1-expre.s
sionis1 effecr is missing. Instead. the image is edged with 
neutral space, creating a sense of boundaries. 

The-sc four examples of her work during this phase of 
her developmenr seem 10 illustrare Schapiro ·s lack of focus 
at this time. More than one critic was concerned about the 
consisrency of her Style: in 1960. Sidney lillim nored that 
there was "no panicular visual stance" in her new work. 
and his review used the painting lmerview of 1958 (Figure 
5) as an example; he was confused by her .. shift from color 
to biology to stylized geometry" and assumed thar this 
incongruity was indicative of her "uncenainty ... According 
10 lillim, Schapiro was torn between figuration and abs1rac-
1ion. and therefore rendered herself undecided and inconsis
rcnt. His cririque implied that overall. she was not serious 
enough to discipline herself into a consistent mode. but 
rather preferred 10 play at her painting. 11 In a larer review of 
1961. he noted, in reference 10 her early work. the "conflict 
between the fom1al and the sensual ... ., 

The fonnal uncenainty may well have been an indica
rion of her personal unecnainty during thar period of her 
life. Schapiro had often ponraycd rhe image of woman 
underneath rhe spontaneous brushwork: but, as Thalia 
Gouma-Peterson remarked. "the various idcntiries of 
woman remain separare and fragmented." wirh in1erprera-
1ions fluctuating from the public woman to rhe private. 
presumably reflecting her own confusion about her role as a 
woman and an artist. 14 

Schapiro chose 10 have a child during this early part of 
her career, giving binh to her son Peter in 1955. She was 
happy with her maternal role. bur had unrealistically 
1hough1 rhat she could balance mothering and anistic 
conecnrration. She stated that she was "living in the realm 
of wish"" and had naively assumed that she could care for 
her child. make an, and have time for her friends. As in the 
fonnal divisions between rhe flgur•tive and the abstracr in 
her work, she felt great "fragmcnration and complexity" 10 
be a pan of her life. She was evenrually forced 10 take time 
each day for herself, alone in her srudio. but she was 
confronted with guilt about leaving her son. 14 

The experience of being forced to juggle various roles 
and expectations withoul knowing how to maintain an 
equilibrium caused Schapiro 10 stare "I was raking li11le bits 
out of my whole self and giving them out here and there all 
over. "17 

·niis rift between whar Schapiro referred to as her 
"private and social selves" 18 came to a point of crisis in the 
late fifties. During that period, when she experienced the 
conflictS between mothering and the a11cmp1 10 make 
serious an. she said she eventually "lost rhe ability 10 
work" and ··experienced the severity of not knowing how to 
make a painting . .. ,. With therapy she recognized such 
conflicts as common to many women. and rhus began a 
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slow road to reconciliation between the artist and the 
woman. 20 between the public and the private, and between 
absrraction and figuration . 1960-61 served as a transitional 
period for Schapiro. and she worked from the stance that 
she was "reborn. rotally new on this earth.·• Stating thar she 
finally "came out of the jungle of abstract expres
sionism, "21 she gave herself the freedom to create images 
authentic 10 her as an individual. The Game of 1960 (Figure 
6) combined the gestural nature of abstract expressionism 
with the clarity of geometry: Schapiro had focused on a few 
dominant elements. confining her fornis 10 a venical band 
flanked by expanses of neurral canvas. Also indicati"e of 
Schapiro ·s emerging confidence was The Game ·s boldness 
and conecnrration upon formal clarity. 

A female presence appeared in the same venical 
formar in The law of 1961 (Figure 7). and a spherical fonn 
dominated the walls of the strucrurc. In The House (Figure 
8) of 1961. it became obvious that the reference was to an 
egg. The egg. as Schapiro would eventually clarify. stood 
for herself as a woman and creative person. 22 

These transirional works were prerequisite 10 a scrie, 
of paintings which Schapiro developed in the early sixties. 
Around 1962. a new image of herself as an anist and a 
woman began 10 take hold and was projected into a series of 
so-called Shrine paintings. 

Schapiro wrote rhar this --new image was "enical. 
almost my si,.c. Narrow like a person. --n and the Shrine, 
were "aspirational. .. ,. the top arched companmcnt specifi
cally representing this concept 10 her. The arch not only had 
religious associations because of its ecclesiastical use. but 
sen•ed as an archirectural suppon. symbolically in the 
aspect of a vision for the future. 

The second companments of the Shrines often made 
reference 10 the hisrory of an, as may be found in Shriue: 
Homage ro Mona Lisa of 1963 (Figure 9) which depicted a 
faint rendering of the lower half of rhe face of Mona Lisa. 
Other Shrines contained second-companment references to 
Schapiro ·sown life as did Shrine for 7ivo Paim Tt,bes. 1962. 
which displayed a second ledge occupied wirh objee1s of her 
craft. Gouma-Peterson felt thar Schapiro was. with these 
symbolic Shrine images, ancmpting 10 connect herself as a 
woman anisr with rhc history of an, though still unclear 
about her relationship 10 it. Schapiro was aware of the 
scarcity of female anists in the past who had obtained the 
eminence of "a \l?lasqucz or Vermeer."" Yet, by present
ing personal clements in the Shrines. she anempred 10 
establish an idcnrity for herself which would eventually 
become hisrorical. Schapiro said of the Shrines: 

... they were abour the future, and rhey were 
about self-discovery: but, really, moslly they were 
about the ways in which I learned my craft. I was 
very serious, always. about being an anist. and 
very connected 10 history of an. And the Shrines 
were an homage 10 an itself. Bur then the subtle 
pan of them. you might say, the sul>-text. was that 
I was rrying 10 incorporate the history of an. and 
yet. make a positive stance myself as an artist. so 
I used myself. not knowing myself yet, as the 
subject maner of the Shrine. So the Shrine was 
companmentali,,ed and had that image from the 
hisrory of an and had rhe egg, which was me. 
which was really uncracked, not opened yet. 
closed .... 24 



The 1hird companmcn1s contained the symbolic "un
cracked" egg which Schapiro had already utilized in lhc 
paintings of 1960- 61. The egg, traditionally associated wilh 
"revival and rebinh, "27 and with the fecund nature of 
woman, was also personally representative of Schapiro as a 
woman and anis1, lhc egg suggesting infinite possibil ities 
yet unbom bu1 in the making. Schapiro. at this point , 
viewed herself on the verge of self-discovery, and affirmed 
her strength by creating a personal symbol for herself which 
had impon for all women. 

The last companment of !he Shrines related to lhc 
future by depicting a mirror in which Schapiro discovered 
images 10 come. 28 In the Shrines. ,he had. through 1he 
tb .. ~ion of herself as a woman as well as an artist, 
predicted a destination which would prove in her work to be 
tha1 of feminist intent. The Shrines contained 1hc relics of 
her past, such as the elements of her craft and the images of 
an history, while confidently asscning 1he emergence of a 
new self. Deriving these images from an authentic inner 
searching, she had abandoned her former mainstream com
pliance for that of genuine personal contcn1. 29 

In her period of introspection and questioning, 
Schapiro created the works of 1960-61, which. in their still
h:izy reflection of a developing self-image, indicated {in 
con1cn1 and in formal considerations) a more advanced and 
cohcrenl stage of discovery which came 10 fruition in 1hc 
Shrines. In her quest for balance in 1hcse pain1ings. she 
combined what may be in1erpre1cd as a male phallic 
,tructure wi1h a female egg fonn. In an interview of 1977, 
Schapiro acknowledged the dialec1ic be1ween male and 
female as giving "life" to her an. 3• At1emp1s 10 achieve 
balance between seemingly opposing forces remained a 
preoccupation 1hroughou1 her career. 

In 1975, she s1a1ed lhal pan of her confusion in her 
early career lay in the dcanh of female predecessors who 
had reached 1he an historical prominence of male anists. 
She had always felt ambilious in the same manner as the 
men around her and at one lime lhough1 tha1 she was "in a 
woman ·s body with a man ·s concerns ... ,. The beginnings of 
rc-conciliaiion between these conccms began in the Shrines 
and were 10 continue in the progression of her O<'uvre. 

During 1he remainder of !he six1ies. Schapiro con-
1inucd 1he formal reduction {which began wi1h 1he Shrines). 
She had all bu1 abandoned painierlincss for hard-edged 
fomis in the Shrines, and in Sixree11 111ndows of 1965 
(Hgure 10), she concentrated on 1he hard-edged foreground. 
However, as Elizabeth Frank no1ed: " ... a1 1he same lime 
ii< cloudy apenurcs imply a yearning for something more 
1han 1he Minimal and the geometric. "32 The silver panes 
were a con1inuation of the bouom companmcnls of her 
Shrines, and although she presented a grid . i1 was no1 lotally 
neulrnl. but illusionistic . with an a1mosphcric space behind 

I Preliminary rcstart;h for this paper \\~ done for a mwer·s degree 
~iii al Aorida State University for the Oepanmcrn of An f-lis.1ory. 
Gren1 debc is owed 10 Thalia Gouma•Pctcrwn for her ~taloguc C$$3)' 
entitled .. The House as PriWLIC and Public Image in Miriam Schapiro·s 
Art"' frotn Mirfom Schapiro: A Rt'll'Q)ptctfr~. l9$.J- 1980 pul>lis:hed by 
Tile College of \¼>os.ter Museum in 1980, Goum11-Pc1cr,.on presents 
ttle cnnceP4 of "recoociliation •· between the a.nis:t ~nd the woman in the 
:JII)' work of Schapiro. 

the nc1work. Byzamium of 1967 (Figure ll) was purely 
hard-edged wi1h all !races of modeling or a1mosphcre 
dismissed. In i1s dealing wi1h geometric space, i1 seemed 10 
foreshadow Schapiro's next involvements. 

In 1967. she and her family moved from New York 10 
La Jolla. Cali fornia." where Schapiro continued 10 work in 
the abstract hard-edged mode of Sixteen Wi11tfows. and in 
1968. crca1ed !he pivo1al work entitled Big Ox Iii {Figure 
12). Although she had been crca1ing in a gcomclric. 
seemingly objcc1ive fashion. Schapiro had never relin
quished her concerns abo111 her dual role as a woman and an 
anis1. In Ox. the baule for her equality in 1he malc
domina1ed an world began, though. at first, i1 was an 
unconscious ges1ure. She said that when she began working 
on the painting she "fell a 1rcmendous need to do ii." When 
she had finished ii, she was no1 aware of whal tlie image 
meant. bul ii seemed "overpowering" 10 her. She could 
sense its impon. and yel was so overwhelmed by its 
slrangencss, that "lhe first thing [she] did was !Urn ii to 1he 
waJl."H 

Ox measures approxima1ely eight by nine feet. and the 
giant symbol. wi1h ou1s1rc1ched arms . proclaims Schapiro ·s 
new iden1i1y. The viewer is immediately dmwn 10 1he cen1er 
of the hexagonal "0." and is invited 10 rest in !he strong 
embrace of the "X. " The as.<,eniveness of orange is bal
anced by the more vulnerable shades of pink , combining 
elemen1s which are opposing in naiure. 

Later Schapiro affirmed that !he centered image was a 
reflec1ion of herself as a woman. She wrote abou1Ox 1ha1 "I 
had needed to symbolize 1he self then, and !he symbol I 
used was a cen1ered hexagonal image ... ,. In Ox, Schapiro 
began 10 balance connie1ing ideas concerning masculinily 
and feminini1y through her realization that logical and 
assenive behavior were not alien to femininily.36 

Ox opened new areas of awareness for Schapiro. In 
1970 she met Judy Chicago at Fresno Slate College. 
Chicago ·s 1eaching and radical views eveniually lead 
Schapiro to new forms in her anmaking. Her panicipation 
in the collabora1ive effon of Woma11ho11se during 1972 
solidified her feminist convic1ions. 

lt seems likely 1hat without !he s1ruggles of her early 
years. during which Schapiro was even1ually forced 10 find 
more au1hen1ic expression, she might nol have been secure 
enough as a.n anis1 10 risk involvement wi1h a radical s1ancc 
such as the feminis1 an movemenl. Her evolution by way of 
abstract expressionism. hard-edged forms combined with 
the ges1ural. and eventually personal images which became 
iconographically her own, s1reng1hened her for her fu1ure 
affilia1ions. The self which Schapiro so carefully nunured 
and labored 10 develop blossoms as she discovers her cause 
in the an world. 
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Figure I. U111i1/etl. 1952, collec1ion of H. Drach , NYC. 
Courtesy of Miriam Schapiro. 
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Figure 2, Fetes Champetres, 1953, private collection. Counesy of Miriam Schapiro. 
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Figure 3, Beasr la11d and Ple11ry, 1957, New York University An Collection. Orel An Gallery and Study Center, Gift 
of Mrs. Philip Lee. 
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Figure 4, Fanfare, 1958, collection of the artist. 

Figure 6, TIie Game. 1960, collection of the anist. 

Figure 5, Interview. 1958, collection of the artist. 
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Figure 7, The Law, I 961, collection of the anist. 

Figure 8, The House, 1961, collection of the anist. 

Figure 9, Shrine: Homage 10 Mona Lisa, 1963. collection 
of the a11is1. 
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Figure 10, Sixteen Wintlows, 1965. coUection of Levin-Townsend. NYC. Courtesy 
of Miriam Schapiro. 



Figure I I.By-<11111illm, 1967, collection of the anist. 

Figure 12, Big Ox #I, 1968. collection of lhe anist. 
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The Impact of Christo's Surrounded Islands 

Cheryl A . Cullom 

Miami , May 1983: Some said Chrisco was a eon-anist 
instead of a real anist, crying 10 make money by duping the 
people of Miami . Others felt it was the best thing that could 
have happened 10 the city. Still others said they would have 
no opinion until they saw the installed work, but whatever 
the amount of controversy that was stirred up over the 
S11rro1111detl lsltmds Project, Christo ·s conccpc did become a 
reality and it did give to Miami a boost of positive energy 
and a new outlook and understanding of twentieth century 
an (Figure I, and cover illustration). 

Christo has progressed from a student in a Socialist 
society 10 one of the most exciting. inventive and futuristic 
anists of modem time. His style is not easily cast into any 
cenain movement or formal group. Christo ·s last completed 
project. the S11rro,111tletl lsla11ds in Biscayne Bay of Miami, 
was certainly the most romantic and painterly of all his 
previous works . This project which surrounded eleven spoil 
islands with pink plastic falls into the same category of 
Chri sto ·s monumental works which include The Valley 
C1mai11 and TJie R11r111i11g Fe11ce. The aim of this paper is to 
report the impact that 1heS11rro1111tletl lsltmd.r Project had on 
South Florida through its extensive media coverage. politi
cal mmifications, aesthetic beauty. and as Christo said. 
"irrational artistic expre._~sion . ... 

Christo has been completing monumental works since 
1he lalc 1960s. His first work that involved wrapping water 
was Ocem,front which was completed on a beach coast in 
Newport. Rhode Island in 1974. He told Sally Yurd in an 
interview 1hat Ocet11,fro11t was like a giant sketch for an 
e,w larger project that included covering large masses of 
water. This drean1 was fully expressed in the S11rro1111ded 
lsla,ul.r Projec1. 2 

Christo ·s own anis1ie convictions have changed little 
over the past 1wen1y-five years. He seems to border on 
major movements like conceptualism. Dadaism. and en
vironmental art. but his personal style puts him in a 
category of his own. His ability over the years 10 work 
within the American and European bureaucratic and admin
istrative systems and his relationship to 1he public and the 
media allow him 10 create the increasingly magnificent 
works of art that emerge from ltis genius. The S11rro1111tletl 
lsl"11ds Projec1 is not only a testament to this growth. but it 
highljghts the individual style of Christo. 

The S11rro1111tletl lsln11ds Project was not quickly ex
ecuted although the actual work existed for only two weeks. 
The project began in October of 1980 with a phone call to 
Christo from Jan van der Marek , the former director of 
Metro-Dade County's Center for the Fine Arts . He tried to 
persuade Christo to come to Miami and create a project. 
Although it was not to happen. in these early negotiations 
lhe future project was envisioned as the premier event of the 
New World Festival of the Arts in June 1982. Rohen 
Hennan. the director of che Festival, had asked various 

leaders of the arts community 10 coordinate some exciting 
cultural events in Miami . He knew that if Christo did a 
piece in Miami at that time the Festival would be able to 
draw an imemational crowd. 1 

Christo came to Miami on December 27, 1980, with 
his business manager and wife Jeanne-Claude. to see the 
city and its atmosphere. He was immediately drawn 10 
Biscayne Bay and 10 the bridges that connect the mainland 
to Miami Beach. He returned to New York and worked for 
three months on a proposal. At a press conference on April 
7. 1981. Christo revealed his newest concept 10 the public. 
He said that he chose the bay as his site because or its 
wonderful interaction with the people of South Florida. He 
likened the bay and its relationships to the community 10 
that of New York ·s Central Park .4 

Christo then went into action to sec his conccp1 
become a physical reality. He hired two auomeys, a marine 
biologist, two ornithologists, a manatee cxpen. a marine 
engineer. four other engineers and a building contractor.' 
Even with their help there was the seemingly unending task 
of proceeding through the bureaucratic process to obtain the 
needed permits, gathering scientific evidence 10 calm chc 
environmentalists and opening the eyes and minds of the 
people of South Florida 10 this work of art. 

The political process included a total of ten pennits; 
some of them were simply permits to get permits. Christo 
and his law)'ers fi led a joint application with chc Department 
of En"ironmental Regulation and the Army Corps of 
Engineers on July 7, 1981. They recei"cd an answer from 
the regulatory Chief of the Corps of Enginee,rs and a lener 
of intent 10 issue a pem1i1 from the Depanment of Environ
mental Regulation. These pennits were promised pending 
the consent of the stale government for the use of the lands 
under their jurisdiction and Department of Natural Re
sources approval of the project and its components (making 
sure that everything was under the law).6 On June 29, 1982 , 
Christo and his lawyers met with Florida Governor Bob 
Graham and his Cabinet to present their request for approval 
to use the state submerged lands around the islands for an 
allotted time span. At this meeting the environmental safety 
of the project was stressed along with the financing and 
in~urance provided by Christo. His lawyer pointed out that it 
is Christo·s policy not 10 accept any volunteer workers, 
government grants or donations of materials or money. All 
of the money spent is financed by Christo. who derives 
income from the sale of his drawings. paintings and 
photographic collages of the project before its unfurling.' 
(Figure 2) The financial plan. executed by his wife. is one 
of the very interesting aspects of Christo ·s work. As a 
continuing process. each project finances itself and future 
works. This plan was one of the most difficult ideas for 
people of Miami 10 understand and e"en 10 this day many 
still think that Christo made a financial profit from the 
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Islands. The Governor and his Cabine1 vo1ed favorably on 
1he mo1ion s1ressing 1he 1emporary and anislic na1ure of lhe 
work and recommended to the Division of S1a1e Lands to 
conscn1 10 the projccl. 

From Ibis point Christo and his entourage ir.ivclcd 10 
Miami for a second public hearing before lhe Dade County 
Commissioners and 1he Mayor on July 20, 1982, and Ibey 
subsequently passed a resolution in favor of Christo ·s use of 
1he lands. This was a two-part hearing however. In lhe 
morning the Commissioners vo1ed down the projecl because 
an opponenl brough1 up a preliminary report from lhe 
Departmenl of Environmen1al Regula1ion showing s1aff 
concern o,•er possible environmcn1al damage from 1he 
installation. O,risto ·s lawyers immediately called Tollahas
scc for verifica1ion nnd ii was explained lha1 this report was 
out-of-date and was now modified 10 support Christo. The 
donation of 1,000 signed pos1ers 1ha1 Chris10 promised over 
lunch 10 Commissioner Harry Ruvin to bcnefi1 1he preserva-
1ion of Biscayne Bay also seemed 10 encourage 1he Commis
sioners to vote favorably lha1 afternoon.• 

On July 21, 1982. O,ris10 and his lawyers appeared 
before the Departmenl of Environmental Rcgula1ion for a 
1hird public bearing to enable 1he public 10 vo1e i1s con
cerns. There was no major opposi1on and 0,risto was 
alloled the time span of March I 10 June I, 1983. wilhin 
which he could choose two weeks 10 execule his project. 
Afler 1he public hearing with 1he Departmenl of Environ
mental Regula1ion, Chris10 me1 1he Commissioners and 
Mayors of lhe Ci1y of Miami, the Village of Miami Shores, 
and the City of North Miami to obtain permission 10 use 1he 
islands within these various municipalities - all unan
imously gave him 1hcir consent. 

Wi1h all 1he necessary permils in hand the final 
processing of lhe application 10 1hc Arniy Corps of Engi
neers could begin. On November 10. 1982, one )<ear and 
nine months aflcr starti ng the bureaucra1ic process. the 
Army Corps of Engineers sent 1he notice of conscnl and 
au1horiuuion 10 Christo. The S11rro111uled lsh111ds Project 
had cleared 1he legal obs1aclcs and could now become a 
reali1y. This eniire process and documentation is an integral 
pan of Christo 's art and expres.«cs his desire 10 have the 
public and lhe govcmmeni involved in the crea1ion and 
cri1icism of his works. This feeli ng for social involvcmenl 
seems to be carried over from his days as a s1ttden1 artisl in 
Bulgaria. where the govemmenl was in 1otal control of the 
an sys1em. Large groups of artisis were organiz..--d wi1h the 
aesthetic assignment to enhance 1he fannland and rural 
areas on ei1hcr side of the Orien1 Express.• Presently 
Christo crea1es work which requires governmcn1 involvc
men1 serving bolh as an ironic continuity and almos1 a role 
reversal of the sys1cm of his youlh. These (>llpers and 
procedure compose the "software" stage of his projects and 
bring no1 only 1he in1eraction of his art with 1he people of 
the community, but more imponantly, help hi m 10 realize 
comple1ely his project in "hardware" form.•• 

The S11rrou11ded lsla11ds Project was completed with 
6.4 million square feet of pink polypropelene which was 
sewn and cul to exac1 specifications of length, wid1h, and 
curvaiure. 11 For increased buoyancy each sec1ion had a 
foam-like ftotalion strip sewn in10 one of i1s ends. Anchors 
were driven in10 1hc bay floor approxima1ely 250 feet from 
1he perime1er of the shore. The material radiated aboul 200 
feel away from the shore and was anachcd 10 the island by 
anchors placed near 1he base of 1he vegetation. The outer 
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edge of the fabric was anached to a 12' octagonal boom 
which was then connec1ed by a cable 10 the anchors 
underwater. The booms on the edge of the fabric also had 
insened spruce snips for grea1er buoyancy and naviga1ional 
ligh1s to inforn, boaters at night of lhe location of the cables 
and the fabric. 

The project was completed on May 71h, seven days 
after work began. There were no environmcn1al mishaps 
during the projec1 and the Departmen1 of Environmenial 
Regulation stated in an article in 1984 tha1 the islands 
benefited from Christo 's work because lhe workers cleaned 
up all 1he debris 1hat had accumulated over 1he years." 

Aes1hetically this piece was a defini1e success. The 
Islands were as Chris10 said, "lhe mos1 pain1crly work I 
have ever done" and he described them as "his water
Iii ies. "11 (Figure 3) It was one of Christo's mos1 colorful 
works and to many lhe most beau1iful. TI,e way 1he color 
changed from a vibran1, hol pink to a soft cor-jl lhroughoul 
1he day was a glorious fea1ure. The defrnc1ion of ligh1 
caused by the wa1er's reaction with the fabric cap1ttred and 
enhanced lhe tropical beau1y of Mian1i and its blue-green 
waters. Chris10 said he chose 1he color pink because ii 
e,pressed in his mind 1he La1in inHuence in Miami." The 
exotic color also exemplifie.~ 1he vivid flowe.rs of Sou1h 
Florida such as the bougainvillea and the hibiscus. Chris10 
knew that pink was an artificial color. one 1ha1 would not 
blend in with the natural colors of blue and green: 1he pink ·s 
artificiality Jeni itself to Miami ·s Art Deco tendencies in 
color and s1yle and even to lhe garish pink plastic 
namingos. Pink was the perfect color because i1 embodied 
muhiple aspce1s of Miami's sub-1ropical personali1y. 

The lsla11tls themselves look on a surrcalis1ic, 01hcr
worldly effec1. ye1 at the same time. 1his unnatural addi1ion 
10 the land masses enhanced lhe environment, and it looked 
as if the circumscribing panels had always been a pan of 1he 
Biscayne Bay. There was an exciting harmony lha1 grew 
among the islands, the water and the pink fabric. Not only 
did the elemenls blend, bu1 because of 1he planar composi-
1ion of lhe piece (Chris10 called ii his gian1 canvas) 1he 
imnge was repealed and continued in lhe flatness of 1he 
landscape of South Florida. The panels ex1ending from lhe 
islands accen1un1ed the horizon1al surface of the land 
surrounding Miami and were pleasing con1ras1s 10 the ciry's 
skyline. This gave lhe piece a repetitive rhy1hm. a pulse 
radiating from lhe center of each island (Figures 4 and 5). 

Bui wha1 did the residents of Miami 1hink of all of this? 
Public opinion seemed 10 have a love-hate rela1ionship wi1h 
the S1,rro1111ded l sill11ds. Al fi rs1 nobody could believe, 
except for a few who knew of Christo 's works. thal some 
crazy artist was going 10 place "pink tulUs" around 1he 
islands in the bay. 15 The environmen1alis1S stood up 10 be 
coun1ed a~ 1hc major opponen1s of lhe Islands. They fell 
that lhe aqua1ic ecosys1em was 100 fragile 10 withs1and 1wo 
weeks of plastic covering. The humanis1s also IOok a s1ance 
against Christo: they wan1ed him 10 spend the 3.5 million 
dollars on a more worthy social cause. Chris10. however. 
unflaggingly crusaded for his "101ally poe1ic ges1ure" and 
iis escape from the ra1ional and practical.•• 

One could make a long lis1 abou1 what 1he S11"01111ded 
Islands gave 10 Miami. The tourist business was increased 
with visitors coming from places as far away as Japan . 
Oiris10 ·s efforts also enhanced the economy of Miami by 
providing employmenl for appro>tiroa1ely 400 people, and 
there was revenue from helicopter and boal rides and 



souvenirs as well. The increased visibility that Miami 
received was evident in Christo 's several appcarn.nccs on 
national television programs as well as national and interna
tional press and magazines. 

n,e people I have interviewed, from anists 10 bankers, 
have unanimously given the same response 10 the question 
concerning the impact of the island project. Christo ·s work 
gave the city of Miami a positive lift and 10 the local 
communities an exciting sense of pride that this phenomena 
was taking place in their city. National and international 
attention was turned away from Miami's racial. c:rime and 
drug problems and focused entirely on the beauty of the 
area. Miami was also seen as a young and growing cultural 
center. Even in the long run the Surrowuled lsflmds Project 
"'II forever hold Miami's beauty in its photographs. films. 
and books. The local ci1i1..ens saw and will conti nue to see 
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their city in a different light. The project gave them an 
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and the unique experience of discussing and fonning 
opinions on the definitions of modem an. Most of the 
Miamians who were able to see the Islands in person were 
converted from skeptics to believers in the beauty and 
power of Christo 's work. 

As an anist who works in the realm of contemporary 
man ·s acceptance of the media. Christo ·s extravagant pro
jects make bim popular as well as controversial. His 
S1111·01111ded Island Project will not only last in photographs 
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Even after the pink fabric was buried, 17 the memories of the 
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Figure I. Christo, S11rro111uled lsla11ds Project for Biscay11e Bay, May 1983, Miami. Florida. Counesy of John Hackling. 

Figure 3, Christo. S11rro1111ded lsla11cls Project for Biscay11e 
Bt1y, May 1983, Miami. Florida . Courtesy of John 
Hackling. 
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Figure 4, Christo. S11rro1111ded lsla11cls Project for Biscayne 
Bt1y. May I 983, Miami. Florida. Courtesy of John 
Hackling. 
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Figure 2. Christo. 1983. Sumxmded lsla11ds, Project for Biscay11e Bay, Greater Miami, Florida, drawing in two pans: 15 x 
65" and 42 x 65" (38 x 165 cm and 106.6 cm X 165 cm): pencil, charcoal , pastel, crayon, enamel paint, fabric sample and 
aerial photograph (Ref. # 12). Copyright: Christo/ C. V.J. Corp .. 1982. Courtesy of the artis1. Photo: ecva-inkcri . 

Figure 5, Christo, Surrounded lsla11ds Project for Biscay11e Btry, May 1983, 
Miami. Florida. Courtesy of John Hackling . 
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